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ABSTRACT 

This secondary data analysis was an ethnographic study to explore culture among 

five professional sign language interpreters. Subjects were recruited based on the 

following criteria, greater than five years as a sign language interpreter, currently 

involved in sign language interpreting and have the time and interest to participate in the 

study. 

King's general systems framework was modified to provide the organizing 

conceptual framework for this study. Data were collected using ethnographic interviews 

and analyzed using the ethnoscience method outlined in the development research 

sequence by Spradley. 

Findings from the ethnographic analysis identified five significant domains: 

kinds of interpreting, native terms, kinds of attitudes about interpreters, stages of 

interpreters, qualities of a good interpreter. The overall cultural theme of professional 

sign language interpreters was staying hearing while being in the deaf world. 



CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 
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The purpose of this secondary analysis was to describe the culture of professional 

sign language interpreters from ethnographic interviews previously conducted by the 

primary researcher. · Professional sign language interpreters facilitate communication 

between people from Deaf culture and people from non-deaf, English-speaking culture. 

For example, sign language interpreters bridge the communication gap between the 

hearing English-speaking nurse and the Deaf client. According to the literature 

(Glickman, 1986; Mcivor, 1994; Sherwood, 1987) on sign language interpreters, 

interpreters also facilitate the bridging of two distinct cultural groups. The interpreters 

role in bridging two separate cultures leads to the development of a separate cultural 

identity among the sign language interpreters, themselves. This study was conducted to 

gain insight and understanding into the culture of professional sign language interpreters. 

In order to better understand sign language interpreters and their effect on nursing 

interactions with Deaf clients, it is important to gain an understanding of the cultural 

aspects of sign language interpreters. Culture is defined as a set of customs, beliefs, 

traditions, and values that provide the patterns for human definition of life situations. 

Culture is a way of life, not inherited but learned, that shares and defines the boundaries 

of different groups (Spradley, 1979). No formal studies were found regarding the culture 

of sign language interpreters and there are few articles on the subject. An understanding 

of the culture of sign language interpreters will facilitate the success of relationships 

between health care professionals, interpreters, and deaf clients. 
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American Diversity 

The American population is increasingly diverse, with a variety of ethnic groups 

and cultural backgrounds represented. With this diversity it is apparent that the primary 

language of most people of ethnic or minority backgrounds is not English. There are 

more than 31 million residents ofthe United States (US Bureau ofthe Census, 1993) who 

do not speak the same language as most health care providers. This inconsistency carries 

the potential of compromising access to care and the quality of care. Several studies 

(Todd, Samaroo & Hoffman, 1993 ~ Woloshin, Bichell, Schwartz, Gany & Welch, 1995) 

have shown that non-English speaking Americans, in comparison with English speaking 

Americans, receive fewer preventive services and have poor utilization of their primary 

care physicians. According to the US Census of 1990, minority populations in the United 

States are increasing on an annual basis. Their figures suggest by the year 2000 one in 

every three Americans will be a member of an ethnic minority, many with their own 

language. Still, little has been done to address the difficulties health care providers have 

in communicating with their non-English speaking clients. 

Nurses are responsible for the health care of all Americans, not just the English 

speaking majority. Nursing has traditionally been an English-speaking, middle-class, 

non-minority female profession (Farrell, 1988). Little is changing according to the most 

recently published information regarding nursing demographics (Kelly & Joel, 1996). 

There has been no increase in the number of people from minorities choosing nursing as 

a profession in comparison with the data published by Farrell in 1988. 

Because the majority of nurses are English speaking, they often encounter 

situations where they do not share the first language of their clients, making 

communication difficult. An exchange of information must occur for nurses to facilitate 

client participation in mutual goal setting and enhance the learning process. In these 
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situations where nurses do not share the language of their clients, nurses must work with 

interpreters to communicate with their clients and families. Deaf clients present a unique 

challenge to nurses due to their method communication. It is recommended that nurses 

use sign language interpreters to facilitate communication. 

History of Sign Language Interpreting 

Few similarities exist between the professional sign language interpreters of today 

and the sign language interpreters of the past. Through most of the 20th century sign 

language interpreters were typically family members, neighbors or friends. 

Compensation for interpreting services rarely occurred during this period as it was just 

considered "a favor" by many deaf individuals or an obligation for children of deaf 

parents (Frishberg, 1990). There were no formal training, standards, accountability, 

confidentiality or code of ethics for those who interpreted for deaf individuals. 

Hearing children of deaf parents were the primary interpreters for their deaf 

parents; often the eldest daughter was given the responsibility of interpreting for her deaf 

parents. Her role in the family was to facilitate her parents' interactions with the hearing 

world (Preston, 1996). Historically this posed problems for both the adults and the 

children. Deaf adults with sensitive issues, such as sexually transmitted diseases or birth 

control had to use their children to interpret or ignore these issues altogether. 

Conversely, children were asked to translate developmentally inappropriate messages to 

their parents such as a diagnosis of cancer or death of a significant other. Many hearing 

children of deaf parents were resentful of the interpreting role as a child and felt uneasy 

seeing their parents in a dependent role (Preston, 1996). 

Sign language interpreting as a profession is relatively new. It was officially 

recognized less than 25 years ago with the founding of The National Registry of 
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Professional Interpreters and Translators for the Deaf (Frishberg, 1990). It was in 1964 

that this first professional organization for sign language interpreters began. The 

professional body originally founded in 1964 is now known as the Registry of 

Interpreters for the Deaf (RID). The primary function of RID is to serve as a national 

certification system that evaluates and credentials sign language interpreters. Currently, 

there are two general certifications awarded: Certificate of Interpretation (CI) and 

Certificate of Transliteration (CT). Both involve two parts of evaluation, the written and 

performance test. The RID organization now claims a national membership of over 

3000 persons (Frishberg, 1990). 

The Vocational Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1965 facilitated the growth 

and the demand for skilled interpreters. After the enactment of this law, vocational 

rehabilitation personnel were authorized to hire interpreters as part of the rehabilitation 

expense for deaf clients. Further laws passed in the 1970's aided sign language 

interpreters to expand and formalize their profession. Specifically, Public Law 94-142, 

passed in 1975, mandated that children should be educated in the least restrictive 

environment. This law also declared that deaf children should be entitled to an education 

in their local school districts. With the advent of this structural change in educational 

services, youngsters were mainstreamed into public schools with support services such as 

sign language interpreters (Frishberg, 1990). 

In 1979 federal law dictated the use of interpreters in the courts (McEntee, 1995). 

This act requires the appointment of a qualified interpreter in any criminal or civil action 

initiated in the federal courts by the federal government in which a deaf person must 

participate. Under this act, each district court must have on file a list of certified 

interpreters whose services will be paid for by the federal government. Law enforcement 



agencies are also required to provide a qualified interpreter to the arrestee without cost 

and will defer interrogation pending the appearance of an interpreter (McEntee, 1995). 
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The Americans with Disabilities Act mandates accessibility for people with 

deafness as well as other disabilities. Health care facilities are required by law to provide 

and pay for sign language interpreters. Few health care professionals abide by this law 

according to several surveys of Deaf clients. One survey found fewer than 10 percent of 

Deaf patients reported being offered an ASL interpreter when they were hospitalized, 

though more than 80 percent felt it would have improved their communication (Schein, 

1980). Another study indicated Deaf clients felt the use of sign language interpreters 

would improve their ability to communicate with medical staff (Ebert & Heckerling, 

1995). 

The changing of public law and public attitudes has increased opportunities for 

deaf people and expanded the demand for professional interpreters in all settings 

(Fishberg, 1990). This increasing demand for sign language interpreters of professional 

stature, excellent interpretive skills and ethics has continued to enhance the professional 

foundation of sign language interpreters. 

Statement of the Problem 

Little is known about the culture of sign language interpreters. There are no 

research studies published that address the topic of culture in the professional sign 

language interpreter. Nurse-client communication is essential to achieving cooperative 

interaction. For many clients, including members of Deaf culture, English in not their 

first language as it is with most nurses. Interpreters are essential participants of this 

interaction. Hence an understanding of the culture of sign language interpreters is 

important for nurses to further understand and meet the needs of Deaf clients. 



Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this secondary data analysis was to describe the culture among 

professional sign language interpreters. 

Research Questions 

1. What are the significant domains found in the culture of professional 

sign language interpreters? 

2. What cultural themes characterize the culture of professional sign language 

interpreters? 
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According to Spradley ( 1979) domains of meaning are defined through process of 

identifying cultural symbols by examining relationships between and among symbols and 

arranging symbols into categories. 

Cultural themes are elements in the patterns which make up a culture (Spradley, 

1980, p.l41) Cultural themes will be abstracted from the domains of meaning by 

identifying those elements that recurred in several domains. 

Definitions 

Culture 

Culture is defined as a set of customs, beliefs, traditions, and values that provide the 

patterns for human definition of life situations. Culture is a way of life, interrelated in its 

various facets, not inherited but learned, that shares and defines the boundaries of 

different groups. For the purpose of this study the above definition of culture will be 

used. According to Spradley ( 1979), culture is "the acquired knowledge that people use 

to interpret experience and general social behavior (p. 5)." The most obvious cultural 

groups are ethnic groups. However, each occupational group exhibits cultural 



differences. Members of these groups or subcultures sometimes speak an altogether 

different language or it can be as subtle as a different dialect (Spradley, 1979). 

Deaf 
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Deafness was considered from a cultural perspective in this study, therefore 

detailed description of auditory and verbal differences will not be included. However, an 

important distinction throughout this paper should be noted, the uppercase "D" is used to 

indicate the cultural meaning of Deaf and the lower case "d" is used to refer to the 

physical condition of hearing impairment (Padden & Humphries, 1988). Deaf culture is 

fundamentally defined by individuals and groups who are hearing impaired. One 

important link among Deaf people is their common language of sign. Deafness is not 

only a physical condition~ the inability to hear, it is an important social link between deaf 

individuals. 

Professional Sign Language Interpreter 

A professional sign language interpreter is defined as an individual who has been 

formally educated and certified through testing by a formal organization, such as the 

Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf (RID), which ascribes to the Code of Ethics and uses 

his/her skills formally to make a living, either full-time or part-time. 

Interpret and translate 

The terms interpret and translate have traditionally been used synonymously. 

However~ as professional sign language interpreters have evolved, interpret and translate 

have two distinct meanings. For the purpose of this study the distinguishing 

characteristic between an interpreter and a translator will be the professional status 

obtained through education and/or creditation. 

Interpreting is defined as "an explanation of another person's remarks through the 

language of signs, informal gestures, or pantomime (Cokely, 1992, p. 30)." A translator 



is a person who speaks the language more or less fluently, yet has no certification, 

accreditation or coursework, nor do they follow any known code of ethics. 

Demographics 

Deaf 
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Hearing impairment affects one out of every 16 Americans. One in every 1 00 

Americans is profoundly deaf, that is, unable to hear speech well enough to understand it 

(Schein & Delk, 1974 ). Hearing loss is the second most prevalent chronic condition in 

the United States. Ten percent of these persons are profoundly deaf and rely on either 

lipreading or American Sign Language (ASL) (Adams & Hardy, 1989). That roughly 

translates to 1. 8 million people who consider themselves members of the Deaf 

community. These people often use American Sign Language (ASL) as their primary 

language (Schein & Delk, 1974). 

Sign Language Interpreters 

Accurate demographic data on sign language interpreters is difficult to ascertain. 

There are no available printed statistics that quantify the number of sign language 

interpreters in the United States. After contacting the organization of Registered 

Interpreter for the Deaf (RID), a national registry for interpreters, stated their 

membership for 1998 was greater than 6000 individuals. This number does not take into 

account the interpreters who are working that are not registered members of that 

particular organization. 

Nurses 

The demographic data from a 1992 survey of registered nurses conducted by the 

Division of Nursing of the Department of Health and Human Services indicate that 

nursing demographics have not changed significantly in the last 10 years. These statistics 
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show a slow increase in the number of men, no significant increase in nonwhite nurses, 

and an older population of nurses. As of 1992 there were 2.2 million nurses registered in 

the United States. Of that number, 91.4 per cent are white, 4.0 per cent are black, 3.4 per 

cent are Asian, and 1.4 per cent are Hispanic (Kelly & Joel, 1996). 

Significance to Nursing 

Research studies suggest that the health care of Deaf clients suffers when there is 

not an interpreter to mediate communication (Ebert & Heckerling, 1995, MacKinney, 

Walter, Bird, & Nattinger, 1995). It is common knowledge among nurses that 

communication forms the foundation for all that nurses do. Nurses require a great deal 

of direct communication with clients as they listen to comments, and needs, and teach, 

develop a plan of care, and speak with family members. Language differences have 

proven to be substantial barriers to adequate nursing care for individuals who do not 

share the same language base. Poor communication based on these language differences 

precludes many essential nursing services and hinders every aspect of the nursing process 

(Padgett & Barrus, 1992). 

When the client's language differs from that of the nurse, and an interpreter 

becomes their mediator, the transmission of information becomes quite difficult due to 

the addition of a third party. The involvement of an interpreter, a seemingly simple 

process, is quite complex. Information must travel from person to person through 

another individual, the interpreter. The interpreter must take that information, then 

translate it to the client in the most understandable fashion to that client. Even though 

the information is interpreted by a skilled and competent interpreter, nuances of that 

communication can change. Despite the complexity of this process the interpreter 



remain an integral part of the staff, contributing significantly to the delivery of 

healthcare. 
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Interpreters make it possible for medical personnel to obtain complete histories 

and physicals from deaf clients, explain tests, and medical procedures, and appropriately 

prescribe medications for their deaf clients. Without interpreters the medical problems 

of deaf persons may go undetected. Several studies analyzed communication between 

deaf clients and health care professionals and found it is dramatically impaired without 

the use of a professional sign language interpreter (Diaz-Duque, 1982~ Frishberg, 1990~ 

Andrea, & Renner, 1995~ Baker, Parker, Williams, Coates, & Pitkin, 1996). 

Several studies suggest that deaf persons have altered health care utilization patterns 

and poorer perceived health status (Lass, Franklin, Bertrand, & Baker, 1978~ Zazove, 

Niemann, Gorenflo, Carmack, Mehr, Coyne & Antonucci, 1993). MacKinney, Walters, 

Bird, and Nattinger ( 1995) tested the hypothesis that deaf persons would have better 

preventive care compliance and improved physician communication if provided an ASL 

interpreter. Interpreters fluent in American Sign Language interviewed 90 randomly 

selected patients and 85 patients from a control group selected from The Deaf Service 

Program in Baltimore. The conclusion of this study indicated deaf persons enrolled in 

the program with interpreters were more likely to use ASL, were more satisfied with 

physician communication, and experienced improved preventive care outcomes. 

"We must remind ourselves why interpreting is here~ that is to build communication 

bridges for all deaf people with different levels of communication skills and needs as 

they interact with their hearing counterparts" (Hurwitz, 1983, p. 25). 

The interpreter establishes a bond with the client and becomes a cultural 

connection to the client (Hatton & Webb, 1993). Nurses need to increase their 

understand regarding the cross-cultural significance of the sign language interpreter. 



This study will aid in that understanding of the culture of sign language interpreters so 

that we may better facilitate our communication with our deaf clientele and more fully 

appreciate the influence the interpreter has on the nurse/client interaction. 

Summary 

Chapter one provided the introduction and evolution of the professional sign 

language interpreter. The statement of the problem, purpose of the study and the 

research questions were presented, along with definitions and demographics related to 

the study. The significance of this study to nursing was also discussed. 
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CHAPTER II 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

This chapter presents the organizing framework and review of the literature for the 

study of culture among professional sign language interpreters. Imogene King's (1971) 

general systems framework provided the conceptual orientation for this study. Following 

the conceptual framework, a review of relevant literature is presented. 

Conceptual Framework 

King's ( 1971) general systems framework was modified to provide the organizing 

conceptual framework for this study of culture among professional sign language 

interpreters (Figure 1 ). The premise of general systems theory is a concern with wholes 

rather than parts. King's conceptual framework includes three dynamic interacting 

systems, consistent with a general systems theory. The adaptation of King's theory is the 

assumption of culture within each of the three interacting systems. According to King 

( 1971 ), human behavior occurs within three open, dynamic, interacting systems: personal 

systems, interpersonal systems or social systems. 

Modification of Kings' framework 

Imogene King (1971) in her general systems framework clarifies the importance of 

communication and proposes that without effective communication we are unable to 

mutually design and achieve goals. Goals are essential to the nursing process and 

important for growth and development of nursing clients. In the interactive process, two 

individuals mutually identify goals and the means to achieve them. When they agree to 



Nurse 
Personal System 

' . ·., 
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· · ·· Health Cere 
.. , Lt,rcurua· ~t.EI~:KL>:·. 

. . . . . ~· : . ... ,~ :: :. . . . · . . ... . 

~terpreter 
Culture 

. · , 

. . ~ ~ .' ...... . . . . 

Interpreter 
Personal System 

Social 
System 

·-client 
· PersonaJ System 

Fi~e 1. Conceptual Framework Diagram. Integrating King's 
general systems theory of three dynamic interacting 
systems with three interacting cultures. 
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the means to implement the goals, they have established a flow of information and a 

common frame of reference (King, 1981). 
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King (1971) proposed that the role of nurses is to assist individuals and groups in 

society to attain, maintain, and restore health. King states that nursing is "a process of 

human interactions between nurse and client whereby each perceives the other and the 

situation; and through communication, they set goals, explore means, and agree on means 

to achieve goals" (King, 1981, p. 144). This statement recognizes the significant 

contribution of both the nurse and the client in the nursing process. Communication 

between nurses and clients is essential to effective nursing care. According to King, 

learning takes place when communication is effective. 

Although King does not explicate cultural identity as a factor in communication, the 

definition of social system corresponds to many definitions of culture. This adaptation is 

the assumption of culture within each of the three interacting systems. King's (1971) 

concept of the social system fits the cultural definition offered by Spradley ( 1979, p. 5) 

in Chapter I, "The acquired knowledge that people use to interpret experience and 

general social behavior". For the purpose of this study the social system is defined as a 

cultural system. Each cultural system interacts with an interpersonal system; the hearing 

nurse and health care culture, the deaf client and Deaf culture, the sign language 

interpreter and culture of professional sign language interpreters. 

Dynamic interacting system and their concepts 

King synthesized and defined a number of concepts. These concepts were defined 

to increase knowledge and understanding regarding the application of these concepts to 

each of the three dynamic interacting systems, and interactions between the three 

systems. King stated that the decision of placement within the three systems of the 
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concepts was arbitrary. This is because the actions and behaviors of human beings are so 

interrelated. Each concept is applicable to each of the three dynamic interacting systems, 

and may be discussed and used within each system (King 1981 ). Those concepts which 

specifically relate to this study will be described and defined in detail later in this 

chapter. 

The three dynamic interacting systems and their concepts are: 

( 1) Personal system which recognizes the individual. Concepts include: perception, 

self, growth and development, body image, time, space, and learning. 

(2) Interpersonal system which recognizes dyads, triads and small groups. 

Concepts include: interaction, communication, transaction, role, stress and 

coptng. 

(3) Social system includes systems such as family systems, religious systems, 

educational systems, and work systems. Concepts include: organization, 

authority, power, status, decision making, and control (King, 1981 ). 

All three dynamic systems and their concepts relate to human behavior (Figure 2). 

These human behaviors encompass the physical, emotional, social and intellectual state 

and capacity of individuals and groups encountered by nurses. The personal system will 

be described briefly, but the focus of this study will be on the interpersonal system and 

the social system. Several concepts vital to this study are included in the interpersonal 

system: communication, interaction, and role. These three concepts will be discussed 

separately. The social system will be discussed as a whole rather than broken into its 

individual concepts. This system is critical in cultural development because rules and 

boundaries are formed within the social system. 



Figure 2. 

Society = Social Systems 

Groups = Interpersonal 
Systems 

Individuals = 
Personal 
Systems 

Dynamic Interacting Systems 

Adapted from King ( 1971) Toward a Theory for Nursing 
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Personal System 

The personal system recognizes the individual. King ( 1981) viewed individuals 

within a dynamic interacting open system. According to King, individuals have a right to 

knowledge about themselves, a right to participate in decisions that influence their life, 

their health, and a right to accept or reject health care. These basic rights are denied if 

effective communication, role identification and appropriate interaction do not occur 

between the nurse and the client. 

Interpersonal System 

The interpersonal system incorporates dyads and triads. King outlines the 

importance of interactions between small groups to facilitate communication (King, 

1971). When two human beings come together and interact, the complexity of the 

interaction increases. When three or more individuals interact, one observes complexity 

of a very high order. Increasing the number of individuals that come together increases 

the complexity and variability in the situation (King, 1981 ). The following concepts 

related to the interpersonal system will be discussed: communication, interaction, and 

role. 

Concept of Communication 

King (1981) wrote about the dynamics of nursing and communication. Language 

functions in society to facilitate cooperation and interaction among individuals. 

Experiences and thoughts are passed on to each generation through language. Social 

interaction and learning take place by means of communication. Communication is 

influenced by the interrelationships of a persons goals, needs, and expectations. 

Communication is a means of information exchange in one's environment. 
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Human communication is a flow of information between two human beings through 

a system of symbols, such as words, gestures, and technology. King writes that 

communication is an establishment of a common frame of reference between two points, 

and acknowledges verbal and nonverbal communication as effective. Verbal 

communication includes language, which provides the word symbols that give meaning 

for individuals. According to King (1981) verbal communication does not provide as 

much information as nonverbal behavior. Nonverbal communication includes gestures, 

facial expressions, action, and postures of listening and feeling. 

Concept of Interaction 

Interactions establish relationships with other human beings. Experiences, 

present needs, expectations and goals influence perception in each interaction. King 

states that in every interaction one can observe verbal and nonverbal communication 

between individuals. She writes that persons coming together have a common concern or 

interest and come together to achieve some purpose. In a nursing situation the 

interaction is focused on the needs and welfare of the client. This is a dynamic process 

whereby nurses gather information and evaluate the client. 

Concept of Role 

Role as a concept is relevant in each of the dynamic interacting systems; however, 

King ( 1981) placed it in the interpersonal system. According to King, roles identify 

interactive relationships and modes of communication. King further defines role as a 

relationship with one or more individuals interacting in specific situations for a purpose. 

It is important that nurses have a knowledge of role theory to facilitate their role 

functions. Misunderstanding of role and distortion in perception can influence the 

outcome of care. Role conflict in interpersonal systems may increase tension within the 

system. 
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Social System 

The social system as described by King (1971) is a group of individuals joined 

together in a system of social relationships to achieve common goals. The members of 

the group interact according to standards or norms based on a set of roles and 

expectations. Certain structural and functional characteristics are found in all social 

systems, such as values, patterns, roles, status, and authority. Beliefs, attitudes, values, 

and customs are learned within social systems. As individuals, we function as a part of 

many different social groups; these groups comprise the network of social systems. 

In summary, the sign language interpreter provides the link between two 

individuals who do not share a common linguistic means of communicating. 

Interactions that occur between the nurse and the client are facilitated by a sign language 

interpreter. As both individuals bring expectations, goals, needs, and values to the 

nursing situation, the interpreter can facilitate planning and interventions for attainment 

of goals and needs. Proper explaination of medical procedures and information can be 

shared through an interpreter. According to King's conceptual framework, limited 

interactions occur without an interpreter; however, without that interpreter effective 

communication cannot occur between the nurse and the client. The interpreter provides 

the critical link that facilitates communication and learning and enables mutual goal 

setting to occur between the nurse and client. Without knowledge of culture in both the 

Deaf client and the sign language interpreter the hearing nurse cannot effectively 

communicate with either individual to facilitate mutual goal setting. 

Literature Review 

The review of the literature is organized to reflect the three interacting social 

systems as outlined in the conceptual framework. Professional sign language interpreters 
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are involved in these three social systems: the nurse and health care culture, deaf clients 

and deaf culture, and interpreters and interpreter culture. The primary focus of this 

literature review will be on sign language interpreters~ however, relevant literature on 

linguistic interpreters will also be included. 

Deaf Culture 

One definition of culture involves the concept of behavior patterns associated with a 

particular group of people, a way of life (Spradley, 1979). Culture involves a group of 

people that identify with each other through meaningful association. The knowledge 

gained through life experiences guides human behavior and assists individuals in 

comprehending the meaning of social interaction and communication (Spradley, 1979). 

A review of literature regarding Deaf culture is presented in order to orient the reader to 

the culture bridged by sign language interpreters. 

Deaf culture is fundamentally defined by individuals and groups who are hearing 

impaired. The biological characteristic of hearing impairment is intimately connected 

with Deaf people's culture and language. Deafness is not only a physical condition~ the 

inability to hear, it is an important social link between deaf individuals. Another 

important link among Deaf people is their common language of sign. 

Socialization and acculturation to Deaf culture occurs throughout an individual's 

lifetime. Unlike ethnic cultures, acculturation does not begin at birth. Deaf people 

share knowledge, beliefs and practices that make up their culture, some that are handed 

down over generations in families with Deaf parents and deaf children. Individuals who 

lose their hearing later in life share the physical condition of the inability to hear, yet they 

are not considered a part of Deaf culture (Padden & Humphries, 1988). 
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There are no absolute distinctions on who belongs in Deaf culture and who does not. 

However, there are several recognized avenues of acceptance into the Deaf community 

and its culture. The audiological avenue, which is available only to hearing impaired 

people, is the inability to hear or a person with profound hearing impairment. The 

political avenue involves exerting political influence about Deaf issues on local, state or 

national levels. The linguistic avenue, or proficiency in American Sign Language (ASL), 

is the means by which many interpreters gain access to the Deaf community. Finally, 

there is the social avenue into Deaf culture. This is the participation in social functions 

with the Deaf community and includes feeling at ease with deaf individuals or having 

deaf friends (Christensen, Delgado, 1993). 

ASL as a primary language 

A primary means of cultural transmission in all societies is language; this avenue for 

learning is no different in the Deaf culture. The primary means of communication 

between most individuals deafened early in life is American Sign Language. There are 

many signed languages, several based on English grammar, others on home signs, which 

are signs that are locally generated. However, ASL is becoming the most accepted 

signed language in the United States. Originally ASL was misconceived as simple 

gestures without internal structure and was not considered a language. In recent years 

further studies by linguists have found ASL does follow rules of grammar and structure. 

American Sign Language is clearly a separate language, distinct from the spoken 

language of the surrounding community. It is also a complexly structured 

language with a highly articulated grammar, a language that exhibits many of the 

fundamental properties linguists have posited for all languages (Cokely, 1992, p. 

100). 
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Throughout the history of signed languages, ASL has been ignored as a primary 

language of the deaf. As deaf children entered public school they were taught English 

grammar and structure and teachers ignored their primary language, ASL. Currently ASL 

is gaining recognition as being a "real language" and deaf students are recognized as 

having a primary language (Christensen & Delgado, 1993). According to Schein (1980), 

ASL is the third most commonly used foreign language in the United States, however, 

there are no current studies that confirm this information is still accurate. Deaf students 

using ASL are considered bilingual after learning other languages, such as English 

(Christensen & Delgado, 1993 ). Deaf people with exposure to Deaf and English 

speaking worlds are also considered multicultural (Christensen & Delgado, 1993). 

Healthcare Culture 

The literature on healthcare culture provides a definition, explains the development 

of health care culture and analyzes the subcultures that exist in health care organizations. 

Healthcare culture is viewed within the literature as an organizational culture and will be 

addressed as such throughout this paper. Organizational culture has been defined as the 

shared beliefs and assumptions that give meaning to the individual tasks and goals 

pursued by an organization (Hughs, 1990). This culture enables groups of individuals to 

develop survival skills that work well enough to be taught to new members. It can also 

be explained as a set of solutions devised by a group to meet the problems posed by 

situations they face in common, "the way we do things around here" (Coeling & Simms, 

1993). 

Culture is a powerful force, and although it is based on values, it manifests itself 

in behavior, in the ways people communicate and interact together (Coeling & Simms, 

1993). Organizational culture provides boundaries that are interpreted by members of the 
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organization and informally define appropriate behavioral responses (Hughes, 1990). 

According to Spradley ( 1979), cultural activities are carried out on a daily basis without 

individuals ever thinking about the fact that they are doing them or why. Culture is so 

subtle and informally passed along to new members it is seldom, if ever, written down or 

formally communicated. Culture is inferred from what group members say and do. 

Research has demonstrated that organizational culture in a large organization, 

such as a hospital is not a unitary culture (Coeling & Simms, 1993~ McDaniel & Stumpf, 

1993 ). Subcultures have been identified at a variety of levels~ the culture of staff nurses 

differ from cultures of nurse managers or the culture of nursing administration. Various 

professional or occupation groups also have different cultures. In reality, according to 

Coeling and Simms (1993), any small group of people who work together and consider 

themselves a group can have a separate culture. 

The development of all these different subcultures comes about because of the 

pattern of behaviors developed by each group to solve work-related problems and survive 

in their jobs. Different groups have different work, so they need different survival 

strategies to cope \vith their jobs (Coeling & Simms, 1993 ). 

Organizational culture was analyzed in a study implicating the importance of 

organizational culture to understanding the culture of nursing service. Seven acute care 

hospitals were involved in this study from a county in Western Pennsylvania. The 

Organizational Culture Inventory tool which is used to measure organizational culture 

was administered to 250 full-time nurses. Data collected via this questionnaire occurred 

over a 6-week period. The findings of this study revealed that analysis of organizational 

culture is useful for nursing service and is especially relevant to today's challenges of 

work redesign or empowerment of nursing staff (McDaniel & Stumpf, 1993 ). In order to 
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implement change or empower nursing staff it is critical to understand the culture of the 

unit before attempting to affect change. 

Sign Language Interpreters 

The literature about sign language interpreters most often addressed six areas: 1) 

Education /Credentialing, 2) Personality Characteristics, 3) Carpal tunnel syndrome, 4) 

Ethics , 5) Role/Style Issues, and 6) Communication. Literature regarding the broader 

culture of language interpreters will be presented to identify possible similarities with the 

specific subculture of sign language interpreters. Available literature on sign language 

interpreter culture will be included, but due to scant scientific studies and relevant 

references, anecdotal literature will provide much of the information that will be 

presented on this topic. 

Interpreter Education/ Certification 

Federal support in the 1970's was instrumental in setting up formal interpreter 

training programs in the United States. Initially, federal grants supported six institutions 

in the training of interpreters. This support has since been renewed to include ten 

institutions nationwide. As of 1990 more than 30 colleges, universities and agencies 

offered interpreter education (Frishberg, 1990); however, the most recent listing of 

programs for interpreter training included 69 institutions nationwide (Anonymous, 1995). 

There are now educational standards and certifying bodies that assure interpreter 

proficiency and adherence to strict ethical standards. Currently there are many topics 

regarding educational standards that are being debated nationally. Examples of these 

topics include: personality characteristics, entry levels, exit standards, and national 

standardization of education for interpreter training. Currently there is research being 
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conducted on several of these topics to assist educators in improving interpreter training 

and enabling those educators to meet future sign language interpreting needs. 

There are currently a wide variety of educational training opportunities available 

to the sign language interpreter student. This education can consist of private tutoring by 

a certified interpreter, workshops by local chapters of RID, evening courses by 

community colleges, up to college level programs of two to four years in length 

(Frishberg, 1990). The field of sign language interpreters has grown from weekend 

workshops to four-year degrees and master's programs in twenty years (Young, 1985). 

This variation in length and variety of training programs has caused a great deal of 

conflict within the sign language interpreter profession. Thus the current focus of 

research is to clarify the best approach to training the professional interpreter. 

There are a wide variety of settings for a sign language interpreter, as many as 

there are Deaf people who need communication services. The most common are 

educational settings, legal, medical, mental health, rehabilitation and social service 

settings, business, religion and the performing arts. There are also several specialized 

areas where an interpreter can receive certifications through special training and 

demonstrating expertise in that area. 

Formal education for sign language interpreters has instilled confidence and 

respect in the interpreting abilities of professional interpreters of today. Deaf people can 

now have confidence in the proficiency, ethical standards and impartiality of the sign 

language interpreter through the increasing professionalization of this field. 

Interpreter Characteristics 

Frishberg ( 1990) maintains there are several categories of skill that are required of 

an effective professional sign language interpreter: language skills, interpersonal skills, 

and cross-cultural communication. Language skills include the ability to speak and write 



English in exemplary form and have excellent sign language skills. Interpersonal skills 

are an integral part of an interpreters job, as they are often the "communication cop." 

This role of being a communication cop involves directing communication traffic from 

the hearing person to the deaf client and vise versa. Finally, cross-cultural 

communication requires competencies in both Deaf and hearing culture to be able to 

effectively mediate communication. 
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Personality profiles of sign language interpreters have been studied in an attempt to 

determine what characteristics are predictive of good sign language interpreters. One 

such study by Schein ( 197 4) examined the personality characteristics of twenty working 

sign language interpreters. Schein used the Edward's Personality Preference Scale 

(EPPS) and found the more skilled interpreter could be described as an individual who: 

"desires to be the center of attention, to be independent, and is not rigid (Schein, 1974, p. 

42)." The desire to be the center of attention is some what contradictory to what we 

might expect from a sign language interpreter, however, the author did caution against 

over-interpreting the findings due to the small sample size, low inter-rater reliability and 

the limitations of using currently practicing sign language interpreters. 

Frishberg and Enders (1974) attempted to determine what factors could be used to 

predict the success of students in a interpreter education program. The EPPS was again 

administered to thirty students. Six of the personality characteristics achieved statistical 

significance. The personality profile of a successful student included the traits: accepts 

responsibility, likes change, is not analytical, does not feel need to help others less 

fortunate, is not rigid, and has little need for independence. However, the authors noted 

that only the lack of rigidity matched any previous study of personality characteristics of 

sign language interpreters. 
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In a demographic survey conducted on 160 sign language interpreters at a 

Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf(RID) convention, Cokely (1981) identified valuable 

·information regarding sign language interpreters. The results of the survey showed that 

salaries for sign language interpreting was not high. The average annual income for all 

respondents was between three and four thousand dollars per year and the average hourly 

wage was approximately $10 per hour. The majority of interpreters work part-time and 

only seventeen percent said they worked as full-time interpreters. 

According to this same survey conducted on sign language interpreters, the ratio 

of female to male sign language interpreters was 3 to 1. Several hypotheses have been 

proposed as to why women interpret in larger numbers than men. One hypothesis is that 

interpreting is considered a helping profession, and helping professions are largely 

dominated by women (Frishberg, 1990). Women have a propensity to be the family 

caretaker and nurturer. These roles have been socially defined as "women's work." In a 

study conducted by Preston ( 1996) of adult children of deaf parents, the women were 

more likely to have the childhood responsibility of interpreting for their deaf parents. 

These women continued to remain involved in interpreting for their parents as adults. 

According to Preston, another aspect of interpreting which evoked feminine associations 

was that of subordination in assuming the interpreter role. Citing such characteristics as 

invisible, subordinate, and suppression of their own identity, again expresses the 

tentative or inferior status available to women in our society. 

Carpal Tunnel Syndrome 

The third area addressed in the literature regarding sign language interpreters is 

Carpal Tunnel Syndrome. Carpal Tunnel Syndrome (CTS) has been identified as a 

potentially significant occupational hazard among sign language interpreters. Extensive, 

repetitive motion places interpreters at risk for CTS. Symptoms include numbness, 
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burning, tingling, tickling or pins and needles sensations in the index, middle and ring 

fingers of the hand. The demands of interpreting lead to inflammation and the 

compression of the median nerve, resulting in CIS (Stedt, 1989; DeCaro, Feuerstein, & 

Hurwitz, 1992). 

Stedt ( 1992) conducted a study of forty interpreters attending a regional conference 

to determine if they had ever experienced symptoms related to CTS. The sample 

population responded to questions about pain and symptoms of repetitive stress injury via 

a questionnaire. The respondents were asked if they had experienced two or more of the 

symptoms from a given list and asked to rate the severity of the problem. The results of 

the study indicated 87o/o of the interpreters had experienced two or more of the 

symptoms. The results of the survey revealed these symptoms were aggravated 

specifically by interpreting, and the majority of interpreters had sought medical attention 

for CTS. The conclusion from this study was that CTS deserves serious attention among 

users of sign language due to the prevalence of CTS in sign language interpreters. 

A study by DeCaro, Feuerstein, and Hurwitz ( 1992) conducted on CTS identified 

factors that might play a role in developing, exacerbating, and maintaining CTS among 

interpreters. Case control groups were studied to determine what factors aggravated CTS 

in sign language interpreters. Three groups of interpreters, a total of 42 individuals from 

the National Technical Institute for the Deaf, voluntarily participated in the project. 

Interpreters were videotaped while interpreting during 20-minute sessions. The 

interpreters were rated according to rest breaks, hand and wrist deviations from neutral, 

and rating of the pace of finger and hand movement. 

The results of this study showed CTS was clearly associated with the highly 

repetitive work that interpreting demands. Recommendations were developed from this 

study: no interpreter should sign for more than a 25 minute period, the pace should vary, 
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and periodic rest breaks should be taken. The style of the interpreter has also been 

associated with increased likelihood of pain and fatigue. Hand and wrist deviation from 

the neutral position should be minimized and interpreting should occur within a minimal 

amount of space. This project offers interpreters some interventional strategies to 

facilitate the ease of interpreting without increasing the risk for developing carpel tunnel 

syndrome. 

Ethics 

The fourth area discussed in the literature covers ethics. The first Code of Ethics 

was drafted during the development of the first professional organization, The Registry of 

Interpreters for the Deaf (RID), in 1964. Since 1964, professional sign language 

interpreters have been bound by a professional code of ethics that stipulates actions, 

reactions and general conduct during interpreting assignments (Appendix A). 

The Code of Ethics guides the sign language interpreter and offers Deaf clients 

expectations of professional sign language interpreters. Clients enter into an act of trust 

when they are working with an interpreter. They trust that the interpreter will be 

accurate, will not become emotionally involved, and will be discreet about the 

knowledge acquired during an interpreting session (Frishberg, 1990). Every encounter 

with a formally trained sign language interpreter should offer the Deaf client consistency 

in interpreting and give appropriate standards for the interpreter to follow. 

In a "normal" conversation all parties are participants. However, if the sign 

language interpreter is on assignment, the interpreter is not allowed to be an active 

participant in the conversation. The Code of Ethics states that the interpreter shall 

remain a neutral or invisible party in a conversation. An example of violating the code of 

ethics is if an interpreter acts as an advisor or ally for the deaf, the interpreter has entered 

into the conversation. By offering opinions or making decisions for the deaf individual, 
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he or she encourages dependency of the deaf person on the interpreter. This interaction 

gives an inappropriate message to the deaf client regarding the functions of an 

interpreter. However, each situation and person is unique and the professional sign 

language interpreter must use their judgment in accordance with the code of ethics 

(Frishberg, 1990). 

An interview with one interpreter gives an example of violating the code of ethics 

for the good of the client. She stated she would intervene on behalf of a Deaf client if it 

was obvious the client did not understand the communication and the impending action 

would cause financial, emotional or physical harm (Frishberg, 1990). 

Role 

Role theory represents "a collection of concepts and formulations that predict how 

actors will perform in a given role, or under what circumstances certain types of 

behaviors can be expected" (Rheiner, 1982, p. 20). Through interaction with others, roles 

are discovered, modified and defined. However, many people have never had an 

interaction with a sign language interpreter and find themselves unsure of their role or the 

role of the interpreter. Unfamiliar situations lead to ambiguity. Role ambiguity refers to 

a situation in which role expectations are unclear (Jones, 1993). In all interactions 

between people, there are subtle rules that govern our roles. Interpreters can alleviate 

the ambiguity between deaf and hearing individuals by introducing themselves and 

explaining their role as an interpreter (Frishberg, 1990). 

Role conflict can be experienced by the nurse, the deaf client and the interpreter in 

medical interpreting settings. In role conflict, an individual is sent messages to fulfill 

two or more roles that are incompatible or in conflict with one another (Jones, 1993). 

The nurse is often unfamiliar with the interpreter's role and is unsure how to proceed in 

the nurse /client interaction. Some nurses assume the interpreter will take over the role 
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of the health care provider, while other nurses think the interpreter will be in the way of 

medical procedures. In these situations it is again suggested the interpreter explain their 

role to promote a smooth interaction (Frishberg, 1990). 

The sign language interpreter experiences role conflict and role stress in many of 

their working assignments according to the literature on sign language interpreters. Role 

stress occurs when a role contains excess expectations, that is, when there are too many 

things to do (Jones, 1993). Sign language interpreters are called upon to do things while 

interpreting that they consider inappropriate (Frishberg, 1990). Some examples are: 

interpreters are told not to translate a statement, or they are deferred to as an advisor of 

the deaf client; both these expectations are inappropriate. The deaf client may contribute 

to role conflict and stress of the interpreter by asking them to perform functions they are 

uncomfortable with, such as decision making for the deaf individual (Frishberg, 1990). 

Role conflict uniquely effects each individual. Common opinion is that role 

conflict contributes to burnout; however, the literature, according to Jones (1993), 

contributes little evidence to support this conclusion. A year-long study conducted by 

Jones on 42 public child welfare administrators examined role conflict and how it 

affected the subjects' attitudes and performance. An ethnographic research model was 

used to study this group of public child welfare administrators. The conclusion reached 

in this study is that role conflict can have positive effects. This research suggested that 

the process of resolving conflicts supports teamwork, coalition building, and networking 

among diverse groups. 

Role conflict is inherent in the job demands of language-speaking interpreters 

(Kaufert & Koolage, 1984 ). Data were collected for a pilot study from participant 

observation and eight interpreter interviews. These interviews were videotaped then 

analyzed to develop an inventory of roles and situational contexts. Role conflict was 
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found to be associated with several different roles. The first role was that of a language 

translator, one who assists health professionals in establishing a relationship with a 

client. This role experienced increased potential conflicts by the interpreter when the 

health care professional failed to recognize the involvement of the interpreter and 

acknowledge a third party. 

The second major role is that of culture broker, which is described as, 

"interpreters that are involved in translating concepts in order to make them mutually 

intelligible to practitioners and patients from dramatically different cultural or linguistic 

backgrounds and living environments" ( Kaufert & Koolage, 1984, p. 283). This role 

involves the interpreter stepping out of the role of middle-man and attempting to explain 

cultural factors to the professional so they may understand the significance of their 

treatment regimen as it relates to the client. The converse is also tiue; interpreters must 

provide information to patients regarding hospital milieu, such as various rules and 

procedures. 

The last role that created conflict for the interpreter was that of patient advocate; 

this role often places interpreters in situations of role conflict. The conclusions of this 

study suggested that role conflict would improve if the interaction between medical 

professionals and interpreters dealt with the power relationships between the two roles 

(Kaufert & Koolage, 1984 ). 

Styles 

There are many different types of interactions interpreters may become involved 

in, and depending upon the situation and the interpreter a variety of styles may be used to 

convey a message. In one study conducted on 37 interviews between nurses, 

interpreters, and clients, one interpreting style was termed the "voice box" (Hatton & 

Webb, 1993 ); another article on sign language interpreters called it the mechanical model 
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(Siegel, 1995). Both terms describe the same interpreting style or role. This interpreter 

uncreatively and unobtrusively provides the sign language equivalent for each word 

spoken, eliminating personal biases. This interpreting role does not recognize the human 

being providing the interpreting, merely acknowledges the interpreter as the conveyor of 

communication. 

The other style of interpreting was as a "collaborator" or full participant model. 

This style acknowledges the presence of a human being and recognizes the message is an 

interpretation from one language into another, not a verbatim account. It recognizes the 

professional nature of the sign language interpreter and views the interpreter as a 

colleague (Hatton & Webb, 1993~ Siegal, 1995). According to Siegal (1995), the sign 

language interpreter's role has evolved through several stages. The first was the 

nonprofessional helper (described earlier in this paper), then the mechanical model and is 

now evolving to the full-participant model. The collaborator or full-participant 

interpreter is a valuable asset to the nurse as interpreters act as culture brokers, 

interpreting and teaching nurses about the client's world. 

Communication 

The professional sign language interpreters' primary responsibility is to facilitate 

communication of the deaf person with the hearing world. Several topics were identified 

in the literature on sign language interpreters that would aid the communication process. 

Appropriate use of interpreters was the most frequently mentioned issue. Key points in 

interviewing a client with an interpreter are: introduce yourself, address clients in the 

second person, talk directly to client, pause frequently, appear attentive, and respond to 

non-verbal cues (Poss & Rangel, 1995). It is important to check the client's 

understanding, use simple language, use written material, and brief the interpreter prior 

to the interview if possible. A hearing person should directly address the deaf person 
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rather than the interpreter. The interpreter will work best when least noticed by the 

participants; however, it is important to remember that location of the interpreter is 

critical to the deaf individual. Unless the deaf person can see the interpreter and the 

hearing person at the same time, they will not be able to understand the conversation. 

Following these simple guidelines will enhance the communication process and allow the 

interpreter to do their job well (Frishberg, 1990; Phelan, & Parkman, 1995; Poss, & 

Rangel, 1995). 

The deaf perspective regarding sign language interpreters was evaluated through 

interviewing 12 deaf individuals. Sapienza's (1988) interview questions focused on deaf 

individuals' past experiences with interpreters. The questions included; attitudes, 

preference, priorities and what aspect of the interpreting service they deemed most 

important. The results of the interview found the two most important traits for an 

interpreter were good receptive skills and excellent natural expression. The interviewees 

had two recommendations for professional sign language interpreters to enhance their 

interpreting skills. The first recommendation was to keep abreast of language evolution 

and, second, Deaf people felt interpreters would benefit from associating with the Deaf 

community. 

Hurwitz ( 1983), a Deaf individual, studied the voicing aspects of interpreting. He 

videotaped two groups of interpreters with vast skill differences to determine the 

accuracy of their interpretation while voicing two different stories. The results of the 

study found even the highest skilled interpreter group missed approximately 32o/o of what 

a deaf person was saying in ASL. In light of these results this study had similar 

recommendations for interpreters as the previous study: more in-service training with 

deaf people and increased interactions with Deaf individuals during social functions. 

Hurwitz also stated that deaf people need consumer education on the effective use of 
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tendencies. 

Sign Language Interpreter Culture 
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The definition or explanation of culture, according to Becker ( 1980), is, "When 

intercultural communication with the larger social world becomes difficult for any group 

of people with sufficient numbers to form its own small society, the likelihood is great 

that the group will rely on its own members to meet most of the social and emotional 

needs of life" (p. 9). Little scientific study on culture among professional sign language 

interpreters has been conducted. However, there is useful literature available on 

language interpreters. Since there are many similarities between language interpreters 

and sign language interpreters, literature on language interpreters is included. 

An important term emerged in the literature on spoken language interpreters: the 

concept of culture brokers. The concept of cultural brokering acknowledges both the 

language interpreters' skills as translators of a given language and the cultural bridge 

interpreters build between two individuals (Mcivor, 1994 ). This cultural bridge is an 

important concept to understanding the value of studying the culture of professional sign 

language interpreters. Professional sign language interpreters are the link between two 

different worlds, healthcare professionals and deaf clients. 

Sherwood ( 1987) stated that many of the problems associated with interpreter 

communication are a direct result of problems with cross-cultural communication. 

Cross-cultural communication is communication that occurs between two or more parties 

who come from different cultural backgrounds. Cross-cultural mediation is a 

communication process that occurs when a message between two or more parties who 

come from distinct cultures are mediated by a third party, the interpreter (Sherwood, 



1987). Currently, sign language interpreters are trained in programs focused on the 

necessary knowledge and skills to provide excellent interpreting, but are largely devoid 

of cultural information. Due to the limited exposure to Deaf persons prior to entering 

interpreter training programs many interpreters never gain the cultural exposure critical 

to facilitating cross-cultural communication (Sherwood, 1987). 

Interpreters can be used to mediate cross-cultural communication. However, 

Sherwood ( 1987) recommends that interpreters have an understanding of their native 

culture prior to attempting to understand others. Only after understanding their own 

culture can they understand the complexities involved when people of other cultures 

come together for the purpose of communication. Interpreters must begin their own 

paradigm shift and look within to rise to the challenge of cross-cultural communication 

and cross-cultural mediation. 
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The belief that one's own group or culture is superior to those that do not belong to 

that culture is evident in both the hearing and Deaf world (Glickman, 1986; Sherwood, 

1987). This feeling of superiority creates hostility and resentment among these 

interacting groups and has a profound effect on interpreters. According to Sherwood 

(1987), a significant number of interpreters leave the field in search of other careers, due 

to "burnout" from this hostility and resentment. 

For health professionals to work effectively with interpreters, they need a thorough 

knowledge of both the language and the culture of the client, since barriers to 

communication can arise from either source (Diaz-Duque, 1982). The ideal interpreter 

should be bilingual and bicultural (Cohen, & Jones, 1990; Poss, & Rangel, 1995). 

If we accept the proposition that culture is the foundation of communication, we 

should understand each component that contributes to interpreter culture. 

Understanding the intricacies between the deaf, hearing and interpreter cultures will only 
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come through research (Sherwood, 1987). This study will further the understanding of 

the culture of professional sign language interpreters and increase the understanding of 

interpreters and their role as facilitators of communication between deaf clients and 

hearing nurses. The role of the interpreter has been eloquently defined: "Interpreting .. .is 

not merely transposing from one language to another. It is, rather, throwing a semantic 

bridge between two different cultures, two different thought worlds" (Young, 1985, p. 3). 

Summary 

This chapter provided the conceptual framework that guided this study which was 

based on a modification of King's general systems theory. Application of King's theory to 

this study was discussed. A review of relevant literature included several related topics, 

Deaf culture and healthcare culture. Common themes in the literature on sign language 

interpreters were: educational level, certification, interpreter characteristics, carpal tunnel 

syndrome, ethics, role, interpreter style, and communication. Relevant literature on 

linguistic interpreters and anecdotal literature regarding sign language interpreters were 

also included. 



CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLOGY 
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The study design and research methods are presented in this chapter. This 

includes an overview of the original study by descriptions of the research design for this 

secondary data analysis study. Criteria for selection of informants is presented, along 

with related definitions, data collection methods, and protection of human subjects. This 

is followed by the plan for analyzing interview data from sign language interpreters. The 

purpose of this secondary data analysis was to explore culture among professional sign 

language interpreters. Spradley's (1979) method of ethnographic interview provided the 

structure for analysis of this secondary data. 

Original Study 

Overview and Design 

This study was designed to explore the culture of professional sign language 

interpreters. This study represents a secondary analysis of data that was obtained from 

the study entitled "The Culture of Sign Language Interpreters" (Jones, 1989). The 

original study used a qualitative ethnographic, descriptive design for data collection 

methods. Ethnographic interviews were conducted with six professional sign language 

interpreters. Interview techniques and questions followed Spradley's method of 

ethnographic interviewing. 

Setting 

All of the sign language interpreter informants resided in Arizona. The interviews 

were conducted in the location of choice of the informant which included: the office, 

home or classroom at a time of their convenience. 



Sample Criteria 

The criteria for participation in the original study (Jones, 1989) were: 

1. Current involvement as a sign language interpreter 

2. Thoroughly enculturated as a sign language interpreter with greater than 5 

years in the field of interpreting. 

3. Interpreter had adequate time to participate as an informant for the 

duration of this study. 

All sign language interpreters were recruited through personal contacts and referrals to 

form a convenience sample. 

Definitions 
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The following definitions from the original study were also used in the secondary 

analysis: 

Culture· is defined as a set of customs, beliefs, traditions, and values that provide the 

patterns for human definition of life situations. Culture is a way of life, 

interrelated in its various facets, not inherited but learned, that shares and defines 

the boundaries of different groups (Spradley, 1979). 

l2e.af. A hearing loss which occurred before the age of 19 and is severe enough to 

preclude everyday auditory communication, as reported by the persons 

themselves. Deafness was considered from a cultural perspective in both the 

original and present study, therefore further detailed description of auditory and 

verbal differences related to deafness will not be included. 

Professional sign language interpreter: is defined as an individual who has been formally 

educated and certified through testing by a formal organization, such as the 

Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf (RID), which ascribes to the Code of Ethics 

and uses his/her skills to make a living, either full-time or part-time. 
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Data Collection Methods 

The six professional sign language interpreters were interviewed according to 

Spradley's Developmental Research Sequence (DRS). Each interview was conducted 

individually by the primary investigator. All informants were screened to meet the 

previously outlined criteria. The interviews were audiotaped and transcribed into written 

English. The purpose of the interviews was to solicit the interpreters perspective about 

interpreter culture. Each interpreter was interviewed two times by the primary 

investigator with the exception of one informant that provided three interviews, each 

lasting approximately one to two hours. 

The schedule of questioning for the interviews was designed according to 

Spradley. The questions proceeded from general topics to more specific questions by 

using various types of questioning; descriptive, structural and contrast. These various 

types of questions all facilitated the researchers effort to elicit the interpreters tacit 

cultural knowledge as well as more obvious cultural findings. 

Protection of Human Subjects 

The original study from which this data was derived was approved by the Human 

Subjects Committee at the University of Arizona. Disclaimers were obtained by the 

primary investigator from the sign language interpreters and are on file at the University 

of Arizona. Permission to conduct this secondary analysis and access the sign language 

interpreters interview transcriptions was granted by the principal investigator and the 

Research office of the University of Arizona College ofNursing, in accordance with the 

original consent forms (Appendix B). 
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Current Study 

Design 

A preliminary analysis of selected interviews was conducted by the original 

investigator. However, the primary investigator was unable to complete a thorough 

analysis of the data. In keeping with the original goal, the current study was designed to 

complete the analysis of all the interviews with the professional sign language 

interpreters. The current study represents a secondary analysis of data from the study 

originally entitled "The Culture of Sign Language Interpreters" (Jones, 1989). 

Criteria for Sample 

Criteria for inclusion of informants in this secondary analysis were: 1) they were 

a professional sign language interpreter with at least five years of interpreting experience. 

2) participated in the interview with the primary investigator. Interviews of five sign 

language interpreters were analyzed for this current study exploring culture among 

professional sign language interpreters. 

Data Collection 

All interviews conducted by the primary investigator of the informants were 

selected for secondary analysis with the exception of one informants interview. 

Interview data from one informant could not be transcribed because of an audiotape 

recorder that malfunctioned during the interview. The field notes provided by the 

primary investigator were not comprehensive enough to include the informants interview. 

Therefore, the sample size for data analysis included interviews with five professional 

sign language interpreters. 

Interviewing Technique 

Ethnographic interviewing techniques used in this study by the primary 

investigator included three types of questions: descriptive, structural, and contrast. The 



primary investigator began the interviews by asking sign language interpreters general 

questions such as~ how they became involved in sign language interpreting or how a 

typical day might evolve. The interviews progressed to specific questions and 

clarification of information offered by the informants during previous interviews. 

Data Analysis 
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Data analysis of the ethnographic interviews was conducted according to 

Spradley's ( 1979) Developmental Research Sequence. Ethnographic interviewing is a 

unique style of data collection that allows the researcher to obtain information from the 

informants while concurrently analyzing data. Every step in the interviewing process is 

followed by data analysis. The data is then taken back to the informants and is validated 

or corrected as appropriate. Additional questioning during subsequent interviews is 

based upon clarification of previously collected information. This process is called 

"member checks" and adds credibility to this qualitative research (Lincoln & Guba, 

1985). This step-by-step analysis and verification corrects misconceptions and adds to 

the knowledge base at every level of that data analysis process. Due to time constraints 

presented in this study the final results were unable to be validated through the "member 

check" process. This validation would have added significant credibility to the results of 

this study. 

For purposes of this study the informants were given pseudonyms: Alice, Ben, 

Christy, Donna, and Fran in alphabetical order corresponding to the order of the 

interviews, so the researcher could represent the informants as persons rather than 

numbers. The letter E was intentionally skipped to denote the missing interview. 
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Identification of Significant Domains 

Domain analysis involved systematically reading and rereading the transcribed 

interviews while examining relationships between categories. Each interview was read 

twice, then the audiotapes were reviewed to gain familiarity with the data. This process 

was accomplished according to the Developmental Research Sequence methods 

described by Spradley ( 1979). Domain analysis resulted in identification of cover terms 

for each category. Each cover term was given an identifier, B1.716 for an example of 

this see Table 1. The alphabetical identifier recognizes which interpreter interview, the 

numeral after the letter identifies the interview, first, second or third. The numerals after 

the period is the line location within each interview of that cover term. All examples 

and quotation throughout chapter IV and V have an identifier so that the reader may 

return to the data with efficiency and accuracy. 

This researcher used the 9 universal semantic relationships proposed in Spradley's 

ethnographic method, two examples of this are: "X is a kind of Y", freelance is a kind of 

interpreting and "X is an attribute (characteristic) of Y" common sense is an attribute of 

a good interpreter (Spradley, 1979, p.lll). These two semantic relationships were the 

most frequently used in this study. See Table 1, for an example taken from Ben's 

interview of a domain analysis worksheet of the semantic relationship, attribution. 

Domain analysis identifies native categories of thought and begins the overview 

of the cultural scene. The domains were then reviewed to identify those with saturation 

and the most information important to further analysis. Taxonomic analysis is the next 

step in data analysis which narrows the focus of analysis to a domain or domains 

identified as interesting to the informants or the researcher. This narrowing allows the 

researcher to do an in-depth analysis of a portion of the data verses a shallow analysis of 

every domain identified. This analysis aids the researcher in discovering new 



Table 1. 

Identifier 

DOMAIN ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 

Semantic Relationship: Attribution 
Form: X is an attribute (characteristic ) of Y 

Included Terms Semantic Relationship 
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Cover Terms 

X is an attribute (characteristic) of Good Interpreter 

Bl.716 
Bl.750 
Bl.810 
B1.729 
B1.818 
B1.821 
Bl.831 
B1.936 
B1.954 
B1.957 

Strong ethics 
Be aware of own culture 
Assessing interpreting situations 
Qualified 
Use good judgment 
Communicate intent & signs 
Recognizes cultural difference 
Takes time 
Admit you don't know 
Doesn't participate in whats going on 

Example taken from Informant Ben, interview # 1 
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relationships among folk terms looking at both the similarities and differences. A 

taxonomic analysis was conducted on the five domains identified as significant through 

Spradley's ethnographic method of data analysis. The five most important domains 

included those native categories or those that provided a comprehensive view of the 

cultural scene of professional sign language interpreters. The five significant domains 

are presented in Chapter IV. 

Compotential analysis is the systematic search for the meaning associated with 

cultural symbols. All of this analysis leads to the discovery of cultural themes. An 

adequate cultural description will include the in-depth analysis of selected domains~ it 

will also include an overview of the cultural scene and statements that convey a sense of 

the whole. The overarching theme of this study is presented in chapter IV. A cultural 

theme was abstracted from the domains of meaning. To discover the cultural theme, the 

researcher focused intently on the data and identified recurrent patterns of statements or 

behaviors. After the major domains of meaning were identified, some beliefs, ideas and 

behaviors were found that appeared in a recurring pattern, related to the domains of 

meaning. The researcher then focused attention on these subcategories, noting their 

relationship to the domains and to other sub categories. The researcher pondered these 

terms noting the ways in which they related to the informant's experiences. Through this 

process a dominant, pervasive cultural theme was identified. 

Trustworthiness 

Strategies for trustworthiness were used this qualitative research study by 

demonstrating rigor through attention and confirmation of information discovery. There 

are four criteria for establishing trustworthiness in qualitative data: credibility, 

transferability, dependability, and confirmability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 
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Transferability was established through rich description by the informants and 

dissemination of information through publication and presentation (Lincoln & Guba, 

1985). Continual scrutiny of data analysis by the primary investigator provided 

dependability of the data, which involves stability of data over time and conditions. All 

steps of the data analysis were reviewed to validate the findings and verify this secondary 

analysis (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 

Confirmability is concerned with objectivity, and is ensured by the process of 

auditing by outside reviewers (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). One of the original goals of the 

study was to have the results scrutinized by current professional sign language 

interpreters, however, this researcher was unable complete this goal due to time 

constraints. A panel of experts did review the final results of the study which serves to 

ensure confirmability. The panel of experts consisted of an expert in Deaf culture, an 

expert in cross-cultural nursing research and an expert in qualitative data analysis. 

Summary 

Chapter three described the original research study design, criteria for 

participation, and data collection methods. The criteria for participation in the current 

secondary analysis study was described, and the data analysis method was presented. 



CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
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This presentation and analysis of the data is presented in three sections. The first 

section includes the demographic characteristics of the sample. The second section 

presents selected data from the five domains that were analyzed in-depth from the 

ethnographic interviews. The third section will present the cultural theme derived from 

the analysis of domains of sign language interpreters. 

Characteristics of the Sample 

The original sample of professional sign language interpreters was a convenience 

sample recruited by the primary investigator. The interpreters met study criteria outlined 

in Chapter Three: 1) greater than five years as a sign language interpreter, 2) currently 

actively involved in interpreting, and 3) have the time and interest to participate in this 

study. The interpreters were recruited through personal contacts and referrals from other 

interpreters. 

The five interpreters years of experience in interpreting ranged from 8 years to 15 

years, with a mean of 10.4 years. Four interpreters were female, one was male. Ethnicity 

was not obtained in the original data collection therefore this information is unavailable. 

Alice was the only one of the five interpreters who was a child of Deaf parents, 

the other four interpreters learned sign language in high school or college by attending 

formal interpreter training programs or sign language classes. All interpreters with the 

exception of Alice began interpreting within one to two years after beginning their first 

sign language course. The variety of degrees held by these interpreters at the time of the 

interviews included; bachelors degrees in anthropology, counseling/psychology, and 

rehabilitation, and one interpreter had a masters degree from Gallaudet. Gallaudet is a 
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highly regarded educational institution attended primarily by Deaf students in the United 

States. Several interpreters began various masters and doctoral programs during their 

educational careers but changed their focus of study to concentrate on interpreting. 

Presentation of Ethnographic Data 

The purpose of this study was to explore the culture of professional sign language 

interpreters through identification of significant domains and cultural themes. Using 

ethnographic interviews, data were collected by the primary investigator and then 

analyzed by this researcher using the ethnographic processes of coding, categorizing, and 

listing of the data as prescribed by Spradley (1979). The five significant domains 

identified were: 

1. Kinds of interpreting 

2. Native terms 

3. Kinds of attitudes about interpreters 

4. Stages of interpreters 

5. Qualities of a good interpreter 

Kinds of Interpreting 

The kinds of interpreting identified through taxonomic analysis are presented in 

Table 2. Freelance or community interpreting was the first type of interpreting 

assignment for the majority of informants as they were fresh out of their training 

programs. Freelance interpreting can range from interpreting in a life threatening 

situation such as an emergency room to providing interpreting services at a job interview. 

Freelance interpreting can happen, anywhere, any time of day or night. As many of the 

interpreters gained experience, few continued to do freelance or community interpreting 



Table 2. 

Category 

Freelance 

Community 

Specialties 

TAXONOMYFORTHEDONUUN 

Kinds of Interpreting 

Subcategory 

Settings 

Attributes 

Educational 

Legal 

Medical 

Mental Health 

Ethnographic Information 

Medical 
Job interviews 
Social security 
Emergency situations 
Professional workshop/seminars 
Technical 
Program development 
Research 
Business meeting 
Recreational 

Irregular schedule 
Alot of driving, waiting 
New situations 
Variety 

Same as freelance 

Variety 
Nice relationship w/ students 
Indirect teaching 
One place, regular hours 

Make extra effort 
Few certified 
Expensive 

More paranoid, careful 
One on one 
Ask for clarification 

Need alot of experience 
Great responsibility 
Crisis work 
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Research 

Oral 

Theatrical 

Need to know goals of research 
Communication & cultural link 
More responsibility 
Requires alot of concentration 
Can conflict w/ Code of Ethics 
New Role 
More acceptable to Deaf than 
hearing researcher 

Mouthing words 

Enjoyable to watch 
Appropriate expressiveness 
Watching a show 

60 
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due to the irregular schedule, constant change of locations, and uncertain income. Fran 

related it took a special personality to stick with community/freelance interpreting. 

"They're the ones who love alot of variety and alot of unknowns. They like to drive alot. 

What seems to keep them going there is that they love going into new situations .... that's 

just what they thrive on in all of these unknowns ... " (F1.347) 

There are many other categories of interpreting, however, several of these areas 

require special training or certification and several years of experience working as an 

interpreter. Educational interpreting was identified as one of those specialties and 

described as a desirable kind of interpreting. Several of the informants gravitated toward 

educational interpreting as they gained experience. Alice describes "educational 

interpreting is mostly classroom interpreting, where you are with a variety of students for 

an entire semester or quarter. You develop a nice relationship ... you can do a lot of 

indirect teaching." (A 1. 92) Fran noted that seasoned interpreters move into management 

or administrative positions in education or just get out of interpreting all together. 

Alice recommended to her students " ... do not take legal, mental health, or 

medical interpreting until you have at least three years behind you, period." (A2.646) 

Christy related some of the significant differences in these specialties in comparison with 

other interpreting assignments " I'm alot more paranoid when I do legal and mental 

health ... because I know how important it is and I don't want to make a mistake that could 

send somebody to prison because I missed a communication." (C2.471) Donna further 

clarifies her position as she is involved in specialty interpreting assignment. 

I make more of an effort to make sure they understand. Not only that it's 

presented in an understandable manner, but that they do understand ... someone's 

rights or somebody's mental health is at stake which in my opinion is alot more 

important... (D 1.699) 
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Research interpreting is a relatively new field that can involve the interpreter in 

several distinct roles. The researcher may have the interpreter help design and interpret a 

questionnaire or actually interpret an interview for the researcher. Research interpreting 

can present a conflict with the Code of Ethics as it is written, however, all the interpreters 

felt the role of a research interpreter deserved a special certification because it was so 

highly specialized. Alice felt comfortable in the role as a research interpreter " .. .I knew 

from the beginning that dependency would never be fostered ... So it was a very safe kind 

of environment being an interpreter breaking rules. "(A2.1268) Alice relates the 

importance of having an individual that can provide some insight into another culture " ... 

a researcher comes into a culture to get information, and if they're not from that culture, 

they need a link. Who can do that it the deaf person doesn't know the opposite culture?" 

(A2.1153) 

Native Terms 

All the native terms identified from the professional sign language interpreters 

have a common thread~ sign language is a visual language. It is a language that travels 

from your hands to your eyes rather than from your mouth to your ears. Donna 

mentioned some terms that described the visual aspects of sign language " .. .I saw what 

you said ... I oversaw someone saying. "(D2.1 028) The native terms are presented in 

Table 3. 

The terms "flapping your hands" and "throw it off your hands" both represent 

styles of signing considered derogatory by the informants. Some informants used these 

terms to describe interpreters who had little experience, but primarily used them to 

describe improper use of sign language. Donna explains "Flapping your hands is going 

on and on, and no one cares what you're saying .. .it is how you do it...style." (D2.1012) 



Table 3. 

Category 

Term for signing 

Role change 

Derogatory Term 
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TAXONOMYFORTHEDONUUN 

Native Terms from Interpreters 

Subcategory 

Wiggle Your fingers 
Put it on your hands 

Step out of my role 

Flap your hands 

Throw it off your hands 
(or just off your hands) 

Don't lift up your hands 

Ethnographic Information 

Process of changing languages from 
verbal to visual 

Becoming involved in 
conversation 
Against Code of Ethics 
Not part of role as interpreter 
Offer explanation 
A void misunderstandings 
Get clarification 
To advocate 
So communication can proceed 

Hard to read 
Jerky 
Awkward 
Signs too big or small 
No rhythm 
Signing English w/o concepts 
Faking it 
Covering for lack of skill 

Sign w/o conceptualizing 
Express w/o thinking about it 
Just a modality, neutral 
Information never stops in 
your brain 
Mind can wander 

Don't open your mouth 
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"Throw it off your hands" had two apparent meanings, one was derogatory and the other 

is just a modality of expressing the language. The derogatory meaning of the phrase has 

to do with signing without giving it any thought or conceptualizing. It can also be a style 

of sign that is difficult to understand, Ben relates " ... it is somebody whose signing style 

is hard to read ... real jerky and awkward." Alice mentions frustration about medical 

terminology and was told she did not need to understand to interpret the information 

"Don't worry about it, just finger spell something or throw something off your hand .. . let 

the deaf person figure it out. "(A1.663) 

The modality of expressing the language without really thinking about is occurs in 

freelance or educational settings " ... your mind can wander sometimes, and you can just 

throw out signs and the deaf person is still getting the information ... when you're 

interpreting it can come in your ears and off your hands and not make any stops on your 

brain. "(A2.1119) 

"Stepping out of my role" is a deliberate clarification by the interpreter for the 

Deaf. All the interpreters felt at some point they would step out of their role to offer 

clarification if they felt it appropriate. Most stopped to ask if the communicating parties 

wanted that clarification and explained why they were stepping out of their role. In 

certain situations if given permission, Donna says " .. .I clarify; I'm stepping out of my role 

as an interpreter. Okay, and then I say my little spiel and then I make a big deal about; 

I'm stepping back into my role as an interpreter." (D2. 758) Fran further defines stepping 

out of her role meant performing another function, such as advocacy. (F2.648) Ben 

relates a story when he stepped out of his role~ 

.. .I said; I'm going to step out of my role and explain something because lot of 

times you have information that you know that they may not know .. the people 

that are communicating, if they're having difficulty or it's bogged down .. .it takes 



so much longer to communicate with an interpreter ... so I said that; I'm going to 

step out of my role just for a minute and tell you this, and the deaf person said; 

step back in your role. (B3.341) 

Ben discovered the interruption is not always appreciated. 

Kinds of Attitudes of Interpreters 
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The third significant domain, kinds of attitudes of interpreters is presented in 

Table 4. "Missionary", "Bleeding Heart", "Save the World", and "Religious" interpreters 

were all described as having similar attitudes. An underlying theme of this attitude is 

they are out to save people who are Deaf and are condescending to Deaf people " ... they 

tend to step out of their role and tell the deaf person what to do in order to save them 

from themselves or save them from a situation." (Cl.1637) Donna describes interpreters 

she considers "Bleeding Hearts", "A dysfunctional crowd that has picked Deaf people for 

some reason to try and help out, and mostly their help is not wanted and it screws things 

up." (D2.46) 

A "Machine" is a kind of interpreter attitude that is " .. . just producing the 

information expressively, without thought, without care, just spitting it out and not 

keeping in mind consequences" (F2. 264) Another attitude Fran speaks about is 

"Martyrs" which are interpreters that " .. .. pick up this elderly deaf gentleman and take him 

to the grocery store, if someone is sick at the last minute and they can't get an interpreter 

than I'll go interpret, I just do all these wonderful things for deaf people, even though I'm 

so tired. (F2. 471) 

"Showy" interpreters were described as two different categories, Donna felt show 

interpreting could be either style or an attitude and the difference was whether the 

showiness was appropriate to the situation. Donna described one interpreter that she 



Table 4. 

Category 

Attitude of: 

TAXONOMY FOR THE DOMAIN 

Attitudes of Interpreters 

Subcategory Ethnographic Information 

Missionary/Bleeding Heart Paternalistic 
Matemalistic 

Save the World 

Let me do it for you 
Don't see deaf as peers 
Don't perceive deaf as capable 
Get in over their heads 
like missionary 
Went into for attention 
Dysfunctional crowd 
Do gooders 
Steps out of role often 
Try save the deaf 
Unwanted help 
Condesending 
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Religious 
Don't think other hearing are caring 
Tense, jerky 

Immature 

Machine 

Very English 
Fundamentalist 
Not flexible, single minded 
Wears polyester, chiffon outfits 

Unable to think quickly 
Don't really know what to do 
No common sense 
Little life experiences 
In it for the wrong reason 
Age is irrelevant 
Are taken advantage of 

Strict adherence to Code of Ethics 
Rigid 
Tum the knob and produce 
Negative 
No interaction 
No impact 



Robot 

Martyrs 

Showy 

Nudger 

Advocate 

Like a telephone 
Just an instrument 
Interpreter not a person 

Interprets w/o lunch 
Does it even though they are tired 
Butt in 
Goes beyond skill 
Over extends and tell you about it 
Involves more than interpreting 

Over emphasize 
Make deaf noises 
Can be an approach to interpreting 
Command audience attention 
Performance 
Deaf don't like it 
Signed singing 

Teaching in indirect way 
Offer subtle direction 
Prompt deaf into action 
Give deaf more information 
Negative or positive term 

Between parties 
Can be sent as advocate & 
interpreter 
Presents view pt, to inform deaf 
Presents information not know 
Another role 
Provide information not advice 
Against Code of Ethics 
Advocate for children 

67 
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classified as showy" ... whenever she did regular interpreting, it was enjoyable to watch 

her. I mean, you were kind of watching a show, .. .I thought it was appropriate." (D2.80) 

Donna also related the other side of showy" ... you have the opposite extreme of people 

who get so into the dramatics that they lose the content of the signs and their signs get 

really uh, whatever. pulled out of shape .. . it's really not a sign any more. It's a 

gesture .... "( D2.83) An example of showy interpreting is signed singing, apparently 

hearing people really enjoy watching signed singing and those that are Deaf do not. 

Nudger and Advocate were the two most positive attitudes of an interpreter, 

although both had positive and negative connotations. A nudger is " ... someone who can 

teach somebody in an indirect way ... I consider myself somebody who can sort of direct 

somebody without stepping on any toes" (A1.1131) Advocacy is a separate role than that 

of an interpreter, according to several of the informants. In their interpretation of the 

Code of Ethics, advocacy is against the code, however, there were some instances when 

interpreters would advocate for their clients. For further clarification see Appendix A, a 

complete copy of the Code of Ethics. 

Never advocate unless you are an advocate, always interpret if you are an 

interpreter. And that means, stay out of other people's business .... Ifl was an 

interpreter in a situation and I thought somebody needed advocacy, I might 

say ... do you have an advocate? ... Here's a number ... (B3.104) 

Donna added there would be a difference in advocating for children, " ... my most 

advocacy type action, would be for a child." (D2.590) Fran defines advocacy as " .. .is just 

supportive, just to be supportive." (F1.632) 

Stages of Interpreters 

There are two descriptions of "immature" interpreters, one description involves 

the actual age and lack of life experiences of a person that begins interpreting at an early 
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experience of a person that begins interpreting at an early age. " .. Very often people go 

into interpreting at a very young age, 18, 19, 20,21 years old, and they don't have enough 

of a framework to draw from to be able to educate people." (A1.11 05) Fran relates a 

situation in a medical setting that occurred as an inexperienced, young interpreter " ... at 

age 18 I just didn't have a lot of life experience. I didn't know what a lot of these things 

meant, ... the person who has more experience just in life would have more of a sense of 

what was even being said ... " (Fl.216) 

The other description of an "immature" interpreter is an interpreter of any age and 

can be an attitude of certain interpreters, ... "Not able to think on their feet, .. .it is simple 

human relations and common sense." (Al.ll05) Fran said" ... you can be an immature 

person at 45 or 75 .. . they are vulnerable to being taken advantage of. . .interpreting 

free ... tutoring .. . giving someone a ride home." (F2.376) 

Depending on the level of experience of the interpreter, appears to determine how 

they will respond in a given situation. A beginning interpreter or a baby interpreter is 

defined as " ... somebody who's just recently begun to interpret. They don't have much 

experience, they don't have much you know, they're new.", (B3.500) but they have the 

potential to be a good interpreter with experience and training. "Baby interpreters ... fresh 

out of an interpreter training program ... not very sure of themselves. They don't have 

excellent sign vocabulary and as much receptive skills." (C2.182) 

Many of the interpreters related similar views on how to handle interpreting 

situations early in their career," My view early on was that it was very strict adherence 

that you not become involved, you're there as the communication link" (C2.439) Donna 

states a similar idea "When I was a baby interpreter I did everything by the book, 

regardless of the impact." 
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Table 5. TAXONOMY FOR THE DOMAIN 

Stages of Interpreters 

Category Subcategory Ethnographic Information 

Stages of Interpreters: Immature 

Baby interpreter 

Mature 

Young age 
Can grow out of it 

Recent interpreter 
Sign vocabulary minimal 
Little receptive skills 
Alot of lag time 
Mistakes made 
Awkward pauses 
Little life experiences 
Want to save deaf 
Done by the book 
Transition between signer & 
interpreter 
Immersion 
Has mentor 
People pleaser 
Favor deaf client 

More individual 
Able to take in variables 
Serve both deaf & hearing 
Respectful relationship 
Took@ least 3 yrs to achieve 
Mentor others 
Separates work from pleasure 
Act professional 
Can accept criticism 



Qualities of a Good Interpreter 

The qualities of a good interpreter are presented in Table 6. The level of 

certification of an interpreter was felt to be one of the qualities of a good interpreter. 

Alice relates how interpreters become certified in the state of Arizona, 
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... there are seven levels ... the first five being basically skill competence levels 

increasing, five being the top ... Level six is for deaf people only. Level seven is 

what they call specialty level. That involves legal, mental health, and medical... 

but...the national evaluation system only goes up to the first five levels. (A1.740) 

Certification of interpreters is accomplished through examination from state and 

national certifying bodies. 

The number of years until an interpreter is competent and interpreting well is 

11 
•• probably about 4 or 5 years of training and 4 or 5 years of experience to do it 

well ... receptively, expressively ... make those judgments ... 11 (A2.392) However, skills is a 

surprisingly small piece of what informants constituted as a good interpreter. 

Very often, it's not important how well you sign .. .its a consideration, but if they 

had to make a choice, they'd go for pretty good signer, excellent voicer ... they 

don't want to look stupid, the Deaf person is the one that looks silly, not the 

interpreter. (A1.786) Skill is something that you can be taught.. .it's more those 

kinds of interpersonal kinds of things ... you can not teach somebody common 

sense or the ability to make judgments ... (A1.445) 

While most of the interpreters would not include education as part of their role, 

every interpreter related some event where they provided education to either Deaf or 

hearing people. The education most commonly provided was on proper use of an 

interpreter. Surprisingly, Deaf people are not educated how to use interpreters unless an 

interpreter specifically trains the Deaf individual on the role of an interpreter. 



Table 6. 

Category 
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TAXONOMY FOR THE DOMAIN 

Qualities of a good interpreter 

Subcategory 

Experience 

Skills 

Interpersonal Skills 

Educational Role 

Beliefs 

Ethnographic Information 

Levels of certification 
4-5 years of training & experience 
Need @ least 3 years prior to legal, 
mental health, medical interpreting 
Admit you don't know 
Knows limits 

Small piece 
Receptive· comprehension, read 
body & facial expression 
Expressive: Being read very well, 
excellent voicer, pretty signer, 
proper terminology, finger spelling 
clearly 
Back translation 
Transliteration 
Style 

Common Sense 
Sound judgments 
Personality: life experience. risk 
takers, assertive, well rounded, 
independent, flexible 

Teach deaf and hearing about 
interpret role 

Give power to the deaf person 
Respectful treatment 
Don't make decisions for deaf 
Don't make assumptions 
Associate w/ deaf community 
Separate business/personal life 
Strong ethics, integrity 
A ware of own culture 
Cultural link 



Aesthetics 

Adjectives that describe: 

Smooth, beautiful 
Pretty to watch, nice rhythm 
Valued in Deaf community 
Valued in interpreter 
community 
Not everyone achieves 
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Eclectic, objective, assimilative, 
exceptional, outstanding, realistic, 
dependable, responsible, committed, 
thoughtful, minimally biased, 
empathy, insight 



Alice related her thoughts on the assumption that Deaf people automatically 

know how to use an interpreter, 
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... everyone assumes that without training, without knowledge, they are 

knowledgeable, they need no more training in how to use me. It's an assumption 

that is wrong ... (A1.193) ... they see a hearing person who can sign, who's there to 

help them and that's the way they think about it and talk about it. .. they look to you 

to help them ... they've been taught, all hearing people will help you. (A2.766) 

On the other hand, hearing people's lack of knowledge how to use an interpreter 

was not unexpected. Alice stated how she indirectly teaches hearing persons, 

.. .I stand a little further behind the hearing person ... training them not to look at 

you, but to look at the deafperson ... often you can just direct their hand to the deaf 

person ... when they try and give you papers, ask you, you know, to tell him or her 

things. (A1.109) 

Ben relates how he fosters professionalism not dependence and what happens if an 

interpreter does not maintain a professional role and attempts to teach in a class 

... you're teaching that deaf person, ... this is what an interpreter is for. You teach 

all the hearing people that that's what an interpreter does~ you're a tutor, you're a 

helper, you're a friend person, as opposed to a professional person ... 11 (B2.337) 11 
••• 

I'm not here to educate anybody about anything, but I am there to explain my role 

and what I'm going to do for you ... when a hearing person sees you with the deaf 

person, they think you're his friend and his mommy, and you're going to take care 

ofthem ... I'm not here to take care ofanybody. 11(B3. 249) 

Belief systems of a good interpreter are varied but have several underlying 

themes, one of the most significant themes is, II I make an effort to give them back the 

power ... Language is power in this country, communication is power in this country ... I'm 
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not going to take anything away from them. I'm going to give it back to them, if at all 

possible." (A1.850) Good interpreters provide respectful treatment of the Deaf. 

Respecting the deaf can be accomplished by several means, but most importantly the 

Deaf need to decide what is best for them. " ... they're the one that has to decide." 

(Al.874) Other admirable characteristics mentioned by the informants were, not making 

assumptions for the Deaf or compromising confidentiality by maintaining strong ethics 

and professional integrity. " ... an interpreter to me means that they have integrity as a 

professional person, that they are an ethical person ... you can trust their ethics." (B3. 69) 

"An interpreter would be a quote, professional in that they have a code of ethics and they 

believe they're following them. "(C2.122) 

Aesthetics was a quality described by one of the informants as a very desirable 

attribute of a sign language interpreter and one that is infrequently achieved by the 

majority of interpreters. "Aesthetic" style of signing is rare " ... some people do it 

beautifully, they just have a real beautiful way of looking at the world." (B3.524) 

Fran offers her thoughts on what characteristics a good interpreter should have, 

I think a good interpreter is first and foremost a well rounded, thoughtful, 

minimally biased, intelligent, preferably well-educated, a person of integrity, a 

person with empathy, a person with some insight, those are all primary and then 

there's the whole issue of skills ... (Fl. 773) 

Preliminary Domains 

There were many domains that came into focus~ however due to lack of saturation 

of data, this researcher could not attempt to analysis those domains without going back to 

the original informants for further clarification. Examples of two tentative domains that 

were not analyzed are: children of deaf parents and difficulties or limitations of 

interpreting. 
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Children of Deaf Parents 

"Children of deaf parents" are perceived in a dichotomous light, while they often 

have excellent receptive skills, some never received formal training as interpreters, poor 

signing skills and appear to favor the deaf position. 

they fall into a higher level of interpreting .. . half the people I know that are 

children of deaf parents have wonderful sign language, ... but they're always right, 

in their opinion. Alot of times they're real inflexible ... quick tempered. It's 

possible that they identify more with the Deaf culture and therefore, hearing 

people are the enemy and hearing people are to be put in their place. (D2.206) 

The information gathered in this study may have not reached saturation due to the fact 

only one of our informants was a child of deaf parents. Further study in this area would 

offer greater clarification of the subject. 

Difficulties or Limitations of Interpreting 

There were several categories that were mentioned regarding the difficulties 

and/or limitations of interpreting. Some of recurring themes were professional bum out, 

back biting, and an unsupportive community. Rationale behind these difficulties was due 

to a variety of factors; low pay, irregular hours, physical demands of interpreting, 

gossiping among colleagues, the political arena, and little respect from colleagues. The 

gossiping was particularly devastating to Donna. She felt it sabotaged her reputation as 

an interpreter and due to the small size of the community blackballed her from obtaining 

further interpreting assignments. 

Burnout was mentioned by several interpreters as a difficulty of interpreting. 

Several of the reasons mentioned for burnout was the political nature of the interpreting 

community and interpreters getting too involved in the Deaf community without taking 

time for personal space. 
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The physical demands of being a sign language interpreter was only mentioned by 

two of the interpreters despite the large amount of literature on carpal tunnel syndrome. 

Alice related the difficulty of keeping up with a fast speaker " ... The average person 

speaks at about 350-400 words a minute. Your don't realize how fast that is 'til you try 

and put it on your hands ... .it's draining." (A2.173) This topic could have easily been 

further explored, however, specific questions were not asked to elicit greater detail in this 

particular study. 

Cultural Theme 

One of the purposes of this study was to describe cultural themes of professional 

sign language interpreters. The cultural theme was abstracted from the domains of 

meaning by identifying those elements that recurred in all domains. This final analysis 

provided the researcher an overview of the cultural scene with statements that convey a 

sense of the whole. The cultural theme is: Staying hearing wbile being in a Deaf world. 

All the domains were combined to generate the cultural theme of staying hearing 

while being in a Deaf world, with the exception of kinds of interpreting, which provided 

the reader with a descriptive map of various kinds of interpreting assignments. Native 

terms of the interpreters provided the researcher with terminology that identifies the 

informants as enculturated as professional sign language interpreters. These terms 

describe a situation or function not typically understood by an individual outside of the 

interpreting/Deaf community. Attitudes of interpreters provided many negative 

connotations from the informants about interpreters. Several of the informants felt they 

began their careers in one of these categories, but recognized it as unproductive for 

communication purposes or felt it did not fit with the professional code of ethics. 

Stages of interpreters describes the evolution of an interpreter from a baby 

interpreter to a mature interpreter. Qualities of good interpreter was also part of the 



evolutionary process, several interpreters possessed many of these qualities either self 

described or obtained from the informant interviews. 
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Staying hearing while being in a the Deaf world is a significant theme in the 

culture of sign language interpreters. The informants all related an intense period of 

immersion in professional sign language interpreting to the point they changed their 

previous social patterns and relationships and became involved only with the interpreting 

and Deaf community. " .. .I loved it , I lived and breathed it. .. " (Fl.67) Donna shared her 

perspective" ... I remember thinking I was sorry my parents weren't deaf. .. (Dl.l72) 

This period of immersion lasts for several years for some of the interpreters, but 

was rapidly terminated by some critical incident or episode. After this incident many of 

the interpreters withdrew from the interpreting community or minimized their 

socialization with the Deaf and interpreting community. Several informants at this point 

picked back up with old friends or made friends outside this community of Deaf people. 

Donna relates how she immersed herself in Deafness/interpreting and how 

difficult it was to not have any separation between her personal life and work and what 

happened to her after she lost support from the interpreting community . 

. . . I got so immersed in the deaf culture, I went through a period where I wanted 

to have a deaf boyfriend, for communication purposes not for relationship 

purposes, and deafness was my one focus ... I didn't have outside healthy interests, 

so it was almost an obsession." (D 1. 91) I worked at the University, my friends 

were deaf, I lived at the Deaf school ... I was so immersed in deafness that it 

didn't hit me in one realm of my life, it hit me ... I almost had a nervous 

breakdown .. .if it would have just been work, or if it would have just been my 

social life or if it would have just been my home life, I would have been okay. 

But I was so immersed that it hit me everywhere and I had no where to turn. 
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(Dl.117) " .. .I pretty much withdrew from the interpreting community. And 

withdrawing is my way of figuring stuff out. .. now my friends are people that have 

some similar interest but are outside of the field. (D 1. 197) 

Fran described a similar sequence of events and related the reasons she stopped 

socializing with the interpreting/Deaf community, 

I see real successful interpreters having a period of immersion, and I would say 

that lasted for a period of several years and I can see right where it broke off. ... it 

happened after I met my husband. I had him at a couple of little gatherings 

... everybody deaf except me and one other interpreter ... we would just interpret, 

just voice everything .. .it was comfortable ... then I took him to a few other larger 

parties and just got turned off completely in that even in the hearing people that 

were there would not use their voices, they were not comfortable. It was like sink 

or swim, I'm going to show off how well I do this signing stuff, and how well I 

understand these deaf people and husband would be completely left out of 

everything ... that's it, I stopped going, and stopped socializing in the 

interpreting/deaf community (F1.825) 

The separation and balance of professional and social was a distinguishing quality 

between inexperienced interpreters and experienced interpreters. Several interpreters 

related as young interpreters they immersed their entire lives, both personal and 

professional, then had a falling out with the interpreting community and suffered alot of 

emotional distress over the incident, 

" ... I've seen alot of people, including me, who get into it, that don't have a 

personal life .. .it is just one lump, they're with the same people all the time ... they 

have an argument with these people and it's your whole world and then all of a 

sudden you don't have anything? Then there's no support. If that's your whole 
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support system and your work life and your personal life all in one place, ... that's 

very unwise. (B3.939) 

All of the interpreters related a similar evolution in their professional 

development from a beginning interpreter to a mature interpreter. Maturation of a baby 

interpreter occurred for several of the interpreters by having a significant event happen in 

their interpreting career. "I was real immature to dive into the culture the way I did, and 

it really matured me very quickly being there, because I had to face everything." (D2.163) 

Donna and Fran related how their values have changed over time. 

In my early years, it was important to be a people pleaser and to have everybody 

like me. And as time went on, and part of that is due to deafness and part of that I 

think is just due to maturation, that it just wasn't as important. That I could do 

something professionally and have it accepted professionally and not get involved 

personally at all. (D1.432) 

I think early on I would have adhered strictly to the code of ethics, and then when 

I had to make some sort of judgment call ... tended to favor the position of the 

deaf person, regardless .... Now I tend to try to look at all these factors .. .I tend to 

look at the interpreting role as serving two individuals ... (Fl.554) 

Part of the progression as a professional interpreter was the change from viewing 

Deaf people as victims and viewing them in a more respectful relationship. This view of 

Deaf people as victims was taught to interpreters during their interpreter training 

programs. Fran stated her feelings have changed over the years " I have more of a 

respectful view of hearing impaired people, and their positions and their ability, and I 

keep in mind the hearing person much more so." (F2.33) 

After the initial period of immersion and the critical event occurred, the 

interpreters spent time reflecting. Several interpreters completely separated themselves 



for a significant length of time and others just cut down on their interpreting. The 

conclusion all of the informants came to after this period of separation was that they do 

not belong to the Deaf community. 
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Even children of deaf parents with their lifelong associations with Deaf 

individuals are not considered a part of Deaf culture. Alice, a child of deaf parents states 

" I mean, you have acceptance but you're not totally accepted ... because I hear ... only deaf 

people really can be part of that community, no matter how familiar you are, how 

intimate with the community." (Al.1298) 

Summary 

In this chapter, ethnographic data from interviews with informants were 

presented. A profile of the informants was given including demographic characteristics. 

Data from interviews were coded and categorized, using the developmental research 

sequence developed by Spradley (1979). A taxonomic analysis of each of the major 

domains of meaning was presented. Domains of meaning included kinds of interpreters, 

native terms, kinds of attitudes, stages of interpreters, and qualities of a good interpreter. 

The cultural theme abstracted from the domains of meaning was: staying hearing while 

being in the Deaf world. The cultural theme was described and discussed. 



CHAPTERV 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
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This chapter focuses first on discussion of the study in relationship to prior 

research and literature and in the context of Kings' conceptual framework. In addition, 

sections discussing strengths and limitation of the study, contributions to nursing 

practice, and recommendations for further research are included. A final section 

summarizes the study and presents a final conclusion. 

Relationship to the literature 

The literature was organized in three sections reflecting the three interacting 

social systems as outline in the conceptual framework; the nurse and healthcare culture, 

Deaf clients and Deaf culture, and interpreters and interpreter culture. The relationship 

of the findings of this study will be presented in a similar fashion. 

Deaf Culture 

Membership in Deaf culture or the inability to obtain that membership was the 

overall theme of this study. Interpreters attempted several avenues to gain access to Deaf 

culture, the primary one was learning to communicate through sign language and the 

other was socializing with people who are Deaf. Over time the interpreters realized 

neither of these avenues would allow them access to Deaf culture, but would allow them 

a further understanding of their culture and the ability to share that knowledge with 

hearing people. 

Healthcare Culture 

Healthcare culture or organizational culture describes how groups of individuals 

develop survival skills that help them in their work. Several of the informants related 

stories of how they were men to red early in their interpreting careers by more experienced 
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interpreters. This informal mentoring system was a way for new interpreters to learn 

appropriate responses to various situations and ask questions to clarify difficult 

interactions. Cultural information is then passed along in an informal and subtle manner 

to new members. 

Sign Language Interpreters 

The literature about sign language professionals addressed six areas: 1) 

Education/Credentialing, 2) Personality Characteristics, 3) Carpal tunnel syndrome, 4) 

Ethics, 5) Role/Style, and 6) Communication. Each area will be briefly discussed in 

relationship to the findings of this study. 

A defining characteristic of a professional sign language interpreter as described 

by the informants was that of having formal training and or certification. Characteristics 

of sign language interpreters mentioned in the literature was supported by the informants, 

some however, were negative characteristics. Desiring to be the center of attention, a 

characteristic discovered in a study by Schein ( 1974) was mentioned as an attitude of a 

"Save the World" interpreter. Several informants stated independence and flexibility as 

qualities of a good interpreter, these two attributes were also found in the same study 

looking at personality profiles of sign language interpreters. 

Carpal tunnel syndrome was the most studied aspect of sign language interpreters 

found in the review of the literature, however, only two informants mentioned the daily 

physical demands of interpreting and none specifically mentioned carpal tunnel 

syndrome. This issue was not specifically explored with the informants, therefore 

thorough data collection regarding this subject was not complete. 

Ethics was found to be a significant issue to professional sign language 

interpreters. The literature specifically addressed confidentiality issues and adherence to 

the Code of Ethics. However, this study found ethics to be closely intertwined with role 
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and role conflicts of the professional sign language interpreter. Ethical issues and role 

conflicts of the informants appeared to stem from an unclear definition of the 

professional sign language interpreter's role. The answer to what is the role of a sign 

language interpreter was consistently "it depends". Further discussion of ethics and role 

conflict follows in the section, interpretation of findings. 

The primary goal of the informants was not only to provide communication, but 

to do so in the most understandable means available. Effective communication was 

found to enhance the health care of deaf persons if they had appropriate access to 

communication with their health care provider (MacKinney, et al., 1995). Mutually 

achieved goals can not be achieved without adequate communication, which is not 

obtained without a sign language interpreter. 

Sign Language Interpreter Culture 

The informants did not specifically mention the term culture broker yet they often 

mentioned their role as a bridge between two distinct cultures. This term culture broker 

was found in the literature on linguistic interpreters and was defined as translating 

concepts in order to make them mutually intelligible to two individuals from 

dramatically different cultural or linguistic backgrounds (Kaufer, et al., 1987). Several 

informants mentioned situations where they provided the cultural link between two 

individuals from diverse backgrounds, enabling cross cultural communication to occur. 

Conceptual Orientation 

This study was organized using King's ( 1971) general systems theory as the 

organizing framework. Kings ( 1971) dynamic interacting systems recognizes the 
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importance of the whole rather than the parts. The relationship between the parts that 

make up the whole in this study includes the nurse, the Deaf client and the interpreter. 

One of the dynamic interacting systems is the interpersonal system. Key concepts from 

Kings' interpersonal system will be discussed in relation to the findings of this study: 1) 

communication, 2) interaction and 3) role. These three concepts are included within the 

interpersonal system, which incorporates dyads and triads. The interpersonal system was 

the most clearly defined system in this study, as it incorporates dyads and triads, the 

most common arrangement in an interpreting situation, which involves a nurse, a Deaf 

client and an interpreter. 

Communication and Interaction 

Social interaction and learning take place by means of communication, it is the 

flow of information between two human beings through a system of symbols, such as 

words, gestures, and technology. (King, 1981) Communication is the means of 

information exchange, and is necessary to achieving the ultimate goal of nursing, mutual 

goal setting. The interpreter can provide effective communication so the nurse and client 

can participate in mutual goal setting and appropriate care can be provided. Together, 

the nurse and the client are able to develop a plan, educate, implement and properly 

evaluate the results of that plan and ascertain if goals were met. The ultimate goal 

should be the health and satisfaction of the clients' identified needs. In applying Kings' 

general systems theory to this study, the nursing process cannot be fully implemented 

without a sign language interpreter to facilitate the communication between a nurse and 

client who do not share the same language. 

Interaction establishes relationships with other human beings. The actions of 

each individual influences the results of the whole, however, according to the Code of 

Ethics, interpreters are not part of the communication, "just a telephone". Yet each 



interpreter related an experience where they felt it was appropriate to add or clarify 

information, thereby entering into the communication. The significance of an 
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interpreters' interaction in the nursing process makes it critical for nurses to understand 

the interpreter's own role definition in the communication process and the implications of 

that interaction. 

The Contextual Role: " It Depends" 

The role of the professional sign language interpreter was surprisingly difficult for 

the interpreters to define. When asked about the role of an interpreter each informant 

would state "it depends". The informants were unable to answer that question without 

the primary researcher relating a multitude of variables such as; circumstances, age of the 

client, situation, and education level, etc. All of these variables influenced how the 

interpreter viewed their role in that particular situation. One interpreter initially stated 

she would never become involved in an interpreting situation, but followed several 

minutes later and gave an example of a circumstance she would involve herself in a 

particular interpreting situation. Her rationale for involvement was dependent on the 

circumstances and if she felt the communication was not clear to her client, her level of 

involvement would increase. 

Other interpreters said that their role depended on who and what the 

circumstances were, and how they would react in a given situation. The informants 

stated as they gathered experience over five or six years each interpreter gained some 

clarity to "it depends" and felt they were able to take circumstances into consideration 

with more maturity. 

Mature interpreters learned through experience and exposure to a variety of 

circumstances how to handle a multitude of situations. As a mature interpreter Donna 

relates how she became more accustomed to difficult situations " ... you know your 



limitations with your line, and that you're not afraid, uh, not afraid to let information be 

known that would not be happily received." (D2.1 060) 
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King's general systems theory with its focus on communication between a client 

and a nurse provided an adequate conceptual framework for this study. However, a 

culturally based nursing theory may have provided a more relevant cultural model to 

frame this study about the culture of professional sign language interpreters. 

Interpretation of the Findings 

Analysis of data collected through the ethnographic interviews provided much 

insight into the cultural belief of the informants that were studied. The cultural theme, 

Staying hearing while being in the deaf world was described in detail in Chapter IV. The 

informants in this study attached a great deal of emotion to the process that evolved from 

their initial immersion; wanting to belong to Deaf culture, then withdrawing after 

realizing they did not belong. After the initial entry into the field of sign language 

interpreting, informants desired to belong to Deaf culture. Over time and frequently 

after a significant event the interpreters recognized they did not belong to Deaf culture 

and they never would belong. 

This evolution for the informants occurred over a period of time and culminated 

in the realization that they provide an important service to Deaf and hearing as a cultural 

link, but they were not Deaf and never would be full members of the Deaf community. 

This evolutionary process occurred from the time the interpreters were beginning 

interpreters, "baby interpreters" and slowly evolved over time and resulted in a mature 

interpreter. The mature interpreter was defined as someone who understands they are a 

cultural link, but does not pretend to understand the complete complexity of another 

culture. 
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Repeatedly in the informants interviews, sign language interpreters related how 

different they are from linguistic interpreters. Linguistic interpreters translate language 

from one individual to another who often have different physical attributes. These 

physical differences make it more apparent to other people that there are cultural 

differences between the two individuals communicating through an interpreter. Sign 

language interpreters are often interpreting between two people who share the same 

ethic background and are physically similar. The assumption in this case is that "they 

look like me, they must think like me". This assumption could not be farther from the 

truth. Deaf people and hearing people have very different cultural norms and one can not 

assume that the other is aware of those norms. " I think hearing people are frequently 

really surprised at things that we take for granted, that Deaf people don't have any 

awareness of and vice versa." (Dl.438) 

Impacting Role Conflict 

The Code of Ethics guides interpreters but the interpretation is variable and 

depends on the years of experience of the interpreter. The young interpreters take the 

Code of Ethics very literally, but as the interpreters evolved, the mature interpreter 

managed to take in more variables and consider each interpreting situation unique. The 

mature interpreter recognizes the Code of Ethics can not and does not apply to every 

interpreting situation. 

The role conflict experienced by the professional sign language interpreter may 

be clarified by implementing a model entitled Delivering Cultural-Relevant Care in the 

Community by Bernal ( 1993 ). Bernal developed this model to assist public health nurses 

in understanding and coping with delivering health care to culturally diverse groups. 

Concepts of this model recommend awareness of ethnocentric views, cultural 

self-awareness and social support. One key concepts of this model is acquiring cultural 



awareness through self-understanding and awareness of ones own ethnocentric view of 

the world. The degree of self awareness contributes to the interpreters ability to learn 

and work with culturally diverse clients. 
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Self-efficacy is a person's confidence that a task can be carried out, the higher the 

sense of self-efficacy, the greater likelihood that task will be performed. Several 

informant spoke of the informal mentoring that occurs as a sign language interpreter. 

Bernal suggests this should be a formal network of supervisors with transcultural 

preparation to be role models to new interpreters. This mentoring system provides 

support, praise and rewards, which decreases emotional exhaustion. 

Social support according to Bernal's model decreases frequency of burnout, and 

improves coping strategies. A network of social supports is very important to 

interpreters, both the young and inexperienced and for mature interpreter. Personal 

contact in a professional setting with peers offers confidence and much needed support. 

If Bernal's model of delivering culturally-relevant care were instituted during 

interpreter training programs there would be less attrition of interpreters due to the 

frustrations of interpreting for Deaf clients, a culturally diverse group. A supervisor that 

could act as a role model would help the interpreter gain skills and provide support. The 

immersion/withdrawal phenomenon might be positively impacted leaving greater 

numbers of interpreters in the field due to satisfaction with their profession. The cultural 

immersion is important, but perhaps it could be buffered to provide a more positive, less 

encompassing experience. Building cultural awareness and self-efficacy through the 

provision of training and support could be instituted in sign language interpreting training 

programs to decrease role conflict. 
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Ethical Decision Making 

Among the informants interviewed for this study there was no clear guiding 

principle for ethical decision making. Perhaps more comprehensive education on ethical 

decision making during the interpreter training program would provide a clearer path for 

new interpreters. The Code of Ethics is stressed from the beginning of interpreter 

training, however, it remains open to vast interpretational differences from interpreter to 

interpreter. 

The most fundamental ethical principle for professional sign language interpreter 

appears to be that of beneficence, which means, above all, do no harm (Polit & Hungler, 

1995). Several informants related incidents where they entered into an interpreting 

situation to share information to a client so that proper decision making could take place. 

As the informants became mature interpreters they also had a strong commitment 

to avoid paternalism. Paternalism is defined according to Anderson and McFarlane 

(1996) as the "commitment to professional decision making for clients, based on the 

belief that need renders a person incapable of rational judgment" ( p.129). Several of the 

interpreters related as inexperienced interpreters they tried to soften things such as a rude 

comment or a conflict between two parties because they wanted things to go as smoothly 

as possible which is a violation of paternalism. All of the interpreters agreed that 

paternalism fostered dependence of their Deaf clients on hearing persons and was 

disrespectful of Deaf clients. 

The current dilemma for interpreters appears to be that of advocacy, when if ever, 

is it appropriate to advocate for a client. This researcher suggests redefining advocacy 

according to Anderson and McFarlane ( 1996) definition in Community as Partner The 

definition: " ... is a professional's commitment to enhance client autonomy and to assist 
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clients in voicing their values" (Anderson & McFarland, 1996, p.128). This definition of 

advocacy does not foster dependency, in fact it promote client autonomy. 

This interpretation of advocacy implies that a client's freedom of choice should 

not be infringed upon. The professional sign language interpreter is obligated to act in 

the client's best interest through respect and value of each client as a unique person. The 

professional role is to participate with clients to develop autonomy by helping them to 

discern their values. Clients can then reach decisions that express their own reaffirmed 

or revised values. Advocacy is a partnership in which professional and client come to a 

mutually satisfying interpretation of their situation. In a professional partnership, both 

persons are agents, co-authoring mutually satisfying goals (Anderson & McFarland, 

1996). 

Perhaps ethical decision making guided by this definition of advocacy would 

provide less conflict for the professional sign language interpreter. Possibly the Code of 

Ethics is in need of revision as suggested by several informants during the interviewing 

process. 

Implications for Nursing Practice 

This study provided descriptive information about the professional sign language 

interpreter. Language, communication, and cultural factors influence our daily 

interactions with all our clients, however, these three factors become critical during 

interactions between nurses, interpreters, and the Deaf client for mutual goal setting. 

One of the informants related a valuable piece of information. He felt it was 

important for interpreters to appreciate their own culture before they made an effort to 

understand another culture. It is imperative to understand ones own cultural identity and 

understand their values and where their belief systems are rooted. Nurses are not 
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attempting to understand another culture. 
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First of all~ Anglicized or Anglo people don't generally recognize their own 

culture, since it's the nonn. So in order first to study someone else's culture, I 

think it's real important to study your own and to think about, yeah, I have one .. .it 

would be very important to have a class on Anglo Western European baggage, or 

whatever you want to call it, on White culture, before studying another culture 

like the Deaf culture, which is something we know very little about. (B2. 851) 

Nurses work with a variety of clients on a daily basis, but first they must 

understand their own belief system before attempting to understand other cultures. 

According to King, nurses' can facilitate communication by understanding the 

importance of the interpreters ability to transmit not only the language but the cultural 

nuances of the Deaf client to the nurse. 

The nurse also needs to realize communication cannot effectively occur without 

the professional interpreter. The nurse should refrain from allowing family members, 

children and others who "know a little sign language" to interpret the conversation. It is 

difficult in these busy times as a health care professional to have the patience to wait for 

a professional interpreter, however clients deserve this right. Their needs can then be 

properly addressed and attended to, rather than muddled through by an untrained 

individual that has no concern for consistency or accuracy. Further understanding of the 

culture of the sign language interpreter as discussed in this study, will complement 

nursing care of the Deaf client. 

Strengths and Limitations of the Study 

Conducting a secondary analysis from data collected by the primary researcher 

poses limitations. The researcher did not have the opportunity to clarify responses 
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provided by the informants, or have them elaborate on specific topics. The data were 

very rich in areas of interest to the primary researcher, yet this researcher discovered 

other areas of interest than that of the primary researcher and found the information not 

as rich in those areas, therefore more difficult to analyze. Questions emerged as the data 

analysis was being performed and according to Spradley that is the time to clarify 

meaning with the informants. However, due to the length of time between data 

collection and analysis most of the informants were not available, or have left 

interpreting, or the Tucson area. Also, due to time constraints this researcher was unable 

to take the results of this study to current professional sign language interpreters, to add 

credibility to the results. 

This qualitative study was limited to this group of professional sign language 

interpreters, although the research yielded rich cultural data, it can not be generalized to 

all professional sign language interpreters. The results can only be applied to the group 

of interpreters interviewed. A larger sample, using more interpreters could generate 

additional valuable information. The data is nine years old and may only represent a 

historical perspective and may not be relevant to contemporary culture. It is however, the 

only qualitative study of its kind to date. 

Recommendations for Further Research 

Recommendations can be made for replicating the study with a more current 

group of professional sign language interpreters to see how the cultural perspective of 

sign language interpreters has evolved over time. An interesting finding of the 

immersion I withdraw! phenomenon warrants further exploration in a future study. It 

would be interesting to compare the results of the data between these two studies and 

note the similarities and differences. Studies using a larger, less homogeneous sample of 
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beliefs from this smaller group of interpreters. 
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It would also be of interest to replicate this study with other linguistic interpreters. 

There is a large hispanic population in the southwestern United States that receives 

health care from providers, many of which do not speak their language. It is unusual to 

see a professional interpreter translate for clients, most often the most convenient 

individual is used to translate~ housekeeping staff, unit assistants or family members. 

Further study with linguistic interpreters would provide a greater knowledge base 

regarding professionals that provide interpreting services. Identification of the cultural 

perspective and comparison of similarities and differences between linguistic interpreters 

and sign language interpreters would be intriguing. 

Summary 

This chapter presented a discussion of the study's findings based on the literature 

and King's conceptual framework focusing on the concepts of communication, mutual 

goal setting and the nursing process. Interpretation of the findings of this secondary 

analysis indicated that sign language interpreters are an invaluable piece of the 

communication process and provide nurses with a cultural link, but they are not a part of 

Deaf culture. Implications for nursing practice was discussed. Strengths and limitations 

of the study were explained and recommendations were made for further research. 

Conclusion 

Most of the informants recognize the importance role contribution they have in 

their ability to access two separate cultures without belonging to both those cultures. 

They also realize the significance of being a cultural link between two separate cultures; 
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the Deaf and the hearing. Nurses must recognize the differences between two individuals 

who speak two different languages and understand there are two distinct cultures and rely 

on the interpreter to provide that cultural link. "So many, I think so many of the things 

incorporated in a language are culture bound, so I think just the change from one 

language to another is providing that cultural link." (F2. 713) 

The understanding that there is an influence of the interpreter in the 

communication process is imperative for nurses to participate in cross cultural nursing. 

The bond between the interpreter and the client is the cultural connection for the nurse. 

The interaction between those two persons provides the link to facilitate communication 

and without that link communication can breakdown. The results of this study should 

help nurses understanding that interpreters can provide information about Deaf culture, 

but they are not a part of Deaf culture. 

The implications for nursing is broad, being knowledgeable regarding Deaf 

culture will assist health care professionals in providing culturally sensitive care. The 

results of this study can provide nurses with an increased awareness of the cross cultural 

implications of working with two different cultural norms. It is important to realize that 

interpreters are aware of Deaf culture, yet they are not a part of it, but they can act as a 

cultural link to enhance our awareness of Deaf culture. Interpreters are intimately 

involved with Deaf people on a daily basis, they understand pieces of Deaf culture and 

can aid as a communication and cultural link for the hearing and the Deaf. However, 

they are not part of the Deaf community, no matter how immersed in it they become, they 

are not Deaf. 
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Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf, Inc. 
Code of Ethics 

The Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf, Inc. refers to individuals who may perform one 
or more of the following services: 

Interpret 
Spoken English to American Sign Language 
American Sign Language to Spoken English 

Transliterate 
Spoken English to Manually Coded English/Pidgin Sign English 
Manually Coded English/Pidgin Sign English to Spoken English 
Spoken English to paraphrased non-audible spoken English. 

Gesticulate/Mime, etc. 
Spoken English to Gesture, Mime, etc. 
Gesture, Mime, etc., to Spoken English 

The Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf, Inc. has set forth the following 
principles of ethical behavior to protect and guide the interpreter/transliterator, the 
consumers (hearing and hearing-impaired) and the profession, as well as to ensure for all, 
the right to communicate. 

This Code of Ethics applies to all members of the Registry of Interpreters for the 
Deaf, Inc. and all certified non-members. 

While these are general guidelines to govern the performance of the 
interpreter/transliterator generally, it is recognized that there are ever Increasing numbers 
of highly specialized situations that demand specific explanation. It is envisioned that the 
R.I.D., Inc. will issue appropriate guidelines. 

CODE OF ETHICS 

INTERPRETER/TRANSLITERA TOR SHALL KEEP ALL ASSIGNMENT -RELATED 
INFORMATION STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. 

Guidelines: 
Interpreter/transliterators shall not reveal information about any assignment, 

including the fact that the service is being performed. 
Even seemingly unimportant information could be damaging in the wrong hands. 

Therefore, to avoid this possibility, interpreter/transliterators must not say anything about 
any assignment. In cases where meetings or information becomes a matter of public 
record, the interpreter/transliterator shall use discretion in discussing such meetings or 
information. 

If a problem arises between the interpreter/transliterator and either person 
involved in an assignment, the interpreter/transliterator should first discuss it with the 
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person involved. If no solution can be reached, then both should agree on a third person 
who could advise them. 

When training new trainees by the method of sharing actual experiences, the 
trainers shall not reveal any of the following information: 

name, sex, age, etc., of the consumer 
day of the week, time of the day, time of the year the situation took place 
location, including city, state or agency 
other people involved 
unnecessary specifics about the situation 

It only takes a minimum amount of information to identify the parties involved. 

INTERPRETER/TRANSLITERATORS SHALL RENDER THE MESSAGE 
FAITHFULLY, ALWAYS CONVEYING THE CONTENT AND SPIRIT OF THE 
SPEAKER, USING LANGUAGE MOST READILY UNDERSTOOD BY THE 
PERSON(S) WHOM THEY SERVE. 

Guidelines: 
Interpreter/transliterators are not editors and must transmit everything that is said 

in exactly the same way it was intended. This is especially difficult when the interpreter 
disagrees with what is being said or feels uncomfortable when profanity is being used. 
Interpreter/ transliterators must remember that they are not at all responsible for what is 
said, only for conveying it accurately. If the interpreter/ transliterator's own feelings 
interfere with rendering the message accurately, he/she shall withdraw from the situation. 

While working from Spoken English to Sign or non-audible spoken English, the 
interpreter/transliterator should communicate in the manner most easily understood or 
preferred by the deaf and hard-of-hearing person(s), be it American Sign Language, 
Manually Coded English, fingerspelling, paraphrasing in non-audible spoken English, 
gesturing, drawing, or writing, etc. It is important for the interpreter/transliterator and 
deaf or hard-of-hearing person(s) to spend some time adjusting to each other's way of 
communicating prior to the actual assignment. When working from Sign or non-audible 
spoken English, the interpreter/ transliterator shall speak the language used by the 
hearing person in spoken form, be it English, Spanish, French, etc. 

INTERPRETER/TRANSLITERATORS SHALL NOT COUNSEL, ADVISE, OR 
INTERJECT PERSONAL OPINION. 

Guidelines: 
Just as interpreter/transliterators may not omit anything which is said, they may 

not add anything to the situation, even when they are asked to do so by other parties 
involved. 

An interpreter/transliterator is only present in a given situation because two or 
more people have difficulty communicating, and thus the interpreter/transliterator's only 
function is to facilitate communication. He/she shall not become personally involved 
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because in so doing he/she accepts some responsibility for the outcome, which does not 
rightly he-long to the interpreter/transliterator. 

INTERPRETER/TRANS LITERA TORS SHALL ACCEPT ASSIGNMENTS USING 
DISCRETION WITH REGARD TO SKILL, SETTING, AND THE CONSUMERS 
INVOLVED. 

Guidelines: 
Interpreter/transliterators shall only accept assignments for which they are 

qualified. However, when an interpreter/transliterator shortage exists and the only 
available interpreter/transliterator does not possess the necessary skill for a particular 
assignment, this situation should be explained to the consumer. If the consumers agree 
that services are needed regardless of skill level, then the available interpreter/ 
transliterator will have to use his/her judgment about accepting or rejecting the 
assignment. 

Certain situations may prove uncomfortable for some interpreter/transliterators 
and clients. Religious, political, racial or sexual differences, etc., can adversely affect the 
facilitating task. Therefore, an interpreter/transliterator shall not accept assignments 
which he/she knows will involve such situations. 

Interpreter/transliterators shall generally refrain from providing services in 
situations where family members, or close personal or professional relationships may 
affect impartiality, since it is difficult to mask inner feelings. Under these circumstances, 
especially in legal settings, the ability to prove oneself unbiased when challenged is 
lessened. In emergency situations, it is realized that the interpreter/transliterator may 
have to provide services for family members, friends, or close business associates. 
However, all parties should be informed that the interpreter/transliterator may not 
become personally involved in the proceedings. 

INTERPRETER/TRANSLITERA TORS SHALL REQUEST COMPENSATION FOR 
SERVICES IN A PROFESSIONAL AND JUDICIOUS MANNER. 

Guidelines: 
Interpreter/transliterators shall be knowledgeable about fees which 

are appropriate to the profession, and be informed about the current suggested fee 
schedule of the national organization. A sliding scale of hourly and daily rates has been 
established for interpreter/transliterators in many areas. To determine the appropriate fee, 
interpreter/ transliterators should know their own level of skill, level of certification, 
length of experience, nature of the assignment, and the local cost of living index. 

There are circumstances when it is appropriate for interpreter/transliterators to 
provide services without charge. This should be done with discretion, taking care to 
preserve the self-respect of the consumers. Consumers should not feel that they are 
recipients of charity. When providing gratis services, care should be taken so that the 
livelihood of other interpreter/transliterators will be protected. A free-lance 
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interpreter/transliterator may depend on this work for a living and therefore must charge 
for services rendered, while persons with other full-time work may perform the service as 
a favor without feeling a loss of income. 

INTERPRETER/TRANSLITERATORS SHALL FUNCTION IN A MANNER 
APPROPRIATE TO THE SITUATION. 

Guidelines: 
Interpreter/transliterators shall conduct themselves in such a manner that brings respect 
to themselves, the consumers and the national organization. The term "appropriate 
manner" refers to: 

(a) dressing in a manner that is appropriate for skin tone and is not 
distracting. 

(b) conducting oneself in all phases of an assignment in a manner 
befitting a professional. 

INTERPRETER/TRANSLITERATORS SHALL STRIVE TO FURTHER 
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS THROUGH PARTICIPATION IN 
WORKSHOPS, PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS, INTERACTION WITH 
PROFESSIONAL COLLEAGUES AND READING OF CURRENT LITERATURE IN 
THE FIELD. 

INTERPRETER/TRANSLITERATORS, BY VIRTUE OF MEMBERSHIP IN OR 
CERTIFICATION BY THE R.I.D., INC. SHALL STRIVE TO MAINTAIN HIGH 
PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE CODE OF ETHICS. 

October 1979 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 
f U C S 0 N , A R I Z 0 N A 85721 

COLLEGE OF NURSING 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Elaine Jones, PhD,RN 

FROM: Linda R. Phillips, PhD, RN, F'-~;? 
Director of Research ~~ 

DATE: April 22, 1988 

RE: Human SUbjects Review: "The culture of Professional Interpreters" 

Your project has been reviewed and approved as exempt from University review by the 
College of Nursing Ethical Review Subcommittee of the Research Committee and the 
Director of Research. A consent form with subject signature is not required for 
projects exempt from full University review. Please use only a disclaimer format 
for subjects to read before giving their oral consent to the research. The Human 
Subjects Project Approval Form is filed in the office of the Director of Research if 
you need access to it. 

We wish you a valuable and stimulating experience with your research. 

LRP/ms 
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